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ABSTRACT
 
The recent trend of communication-based approaches
 
for middle school English students in Japan has problems
 
in terms of encouraging students' motivation to study and
 
their overall language development. This project focuses
 
on Content-Based Instruction (CBI), the approach that
 
integrates content and language teaching. A literature
 
review of CBI, content-based curriculum, social cognition,
 
communicative competence, and grammatical error correction
 
leads to a theoretical framework. A sample unit is
 
included that demonstrates the use of literature as
 
content for English language learning.
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\ ghapter one; v
 
■G;G;^ovERVIW 
Engiish ;'Education ;xn^^ ' .:J 
■ Teaching; English as a foreign language (EFL); has been, 
increasing in importance as a part of Japanese education. 
'It is one of the main (but not required) subjects studied 
in middle and secondary schools in Japan. Students in 
colleges and universities also study English as either one 
of the general education courses or their maj or field of 
study. Recently, some kindergarten and elementary schools 
have offered English classes because of increasing . : 
nationwide interest in English. Japanese study English not 
only to deepen their knowledge but also to become more 
international. 
Kitao and Kitao (1997) noted that traditional English 
education in Japan emphasized reading, particularly using 
the grammar-translation method. There was less emphasis on 
speaking and listening, and the students had less 
opportunity to use English in class. To make English 
classes more comprehensible and real to students, the 
Ministry of Education provided native English speakers 
called Assistant English Teachers (AETs) and assistant ■ 
teachers of other languages called Assistant Language 
Teachers (ALTs) to work with Japanese teachers of English
 
in late 1980s. The result has been more active and.
 
authentic English classes. In 1992, a new English class
 
called "Oral Communication" was started in secondary
 
schools to develop students' listening, speaking, and
 
discussion abilities. Currently, students study English
 
for practical communicative purpose. Japanese English
 
education has been changing from grammar-focused to
 
communication-focused teaching.
 
The Ministry of Education, currently known as the
 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and
 
Technology, has been working on educational reform for
 
improving schools and transforming Japanese education.
 
Reform that will take effect in 2002 will bring some
 
changes in English education. First, English education
 
will start from the third grade as a part of Period for
 
Integrated Study, which has been established in order for
 
individual elementary and middle schools to conduct
 
comprehensive teaching activities ,(Curriculum Council,
 
1998). Second,. English will be a required subject in
 
middle and secondary schools. The third change in English
 
education is Ihe change of.goals in English teaching.
 
According to the current Middle School Courses of Study,
 
the teachers' guideline for middle schools, the goals of
 
English education are to understand a foreign language, to
 
have a basic ability to express in it, to have a ability
 
to communicate in it, to have interest in the language and'
 
;its culture, and to have an international view (Ministry
 
of Education, 1989). The new goals will be to understand
 
the language and its culture, to have an ability to
 
communicate, and to have a basic ability for practical
 
communication. The main focus in teaching English will be
 
to develop the ability to communicate in English (Ministry
 
of Education, 1998). English education will be richer and
 
more practical for Japanese etudents than ever before.
 
Target Level
 
. Middle school English . instruction in Japan is;, the. .
 
target level of. this progect. According to . the Middle
 
School:Gdurses of Study, ■(1998.) , the annual number - of / ■ : 
English classes is 105, which means that schools offer 
English classes threeltimes' pex) a week. .All of the; courses, 
iri;middle schppis have, ^orty-five-minute Cl^asCes.; 
Currently, clas.e : about . thirty to thirty.-five, but: 
it will be snialler in the)i a part of the ,y, 
educational reform. 
The students in this age group are low-intermediate 
.ish. learhers. In.,m^ case, English is their first . , 
foreign language. They enjoy being middle-school students
 
as much as they can and absorbing information that is new
 
and interesting to them. Some of.them are willing to learn
 
English, and others are anxious about learning the new
 
language.
 
Context of the Problem
 
English education in Japan has been changing its^ 
focus from the grammar-translation approach to the 
communicative approach. This shift of teaching approach 
suggests that Japanese students are currently expected to 
be able to understand English and use it for both■ 
intrapersonal and interpersonal purposes. In the 'middle 
school level where English has just been introduced.to 
students, it is not easy for teachers to fulfill these 
purposes because they face several problems. First, it is 
difficult to apply a fully communication-based approach to 
middle school students because tihey learn grammatical . 
knowledge of English and communication abilities, 
gradually. They need to be immersed more deeply in .English 
learning than superficial communicative learning permits. 
Secondly, because they are not in an English-speaking 
country, the purpose of learning English may be neither 
authentic nor urgent to students at that age. Enhancing 
  
students motivation for meaningful English study is a 
concern for English teachers in Japan. Third, teachers 
tend to design curricula focusing on one or two skills out 
of the four language skills, which are reading, writing, 
listening, and speaking. Because of the recent trend of 
teaching speaking and listening, reading and writing might 
be less emphasized. If teachers do not teach the four 
skills,from the beginning level, the .students do hot ■ 
'establish equal bases of those skills in, English, .vand this
 
may/gi'v'e .them, difficulty in English in the future.'Ehglish,
 
teachers in middleischools need an approach that is
 
meaningful and motivating for students, and makes the
 
form/function.of,.English,understandable. The problems of
 
English education in Japanese middle schools have not been
 
taken seriously, yet they will influence the students'
 
further study of English.
 
, Purpose of the Project
' 

, This project explores some theories to address these
 
problems and demonstrates how English teachers in Japan
 
can conduct.purposeful and meaningful lessons for middle
 
school low-intermediate students. The teaching approach
 
used for this project is based on Content-Based
 
Instruction (CBI). It helps students to understand the
 
1 
English language system and lets them use it an authentic
 
way in classroom settings. CBI will be debated in Chapter
 
Two.
 
Content of the Project
 
This project consists of five chapters. Chapter One
 
has described background information of English education
 
in Japan and the purpose of the project. A review of
 
literature relevant for the study is presented in Chapter
 
Two. Chapter Three discusses how the literature review is
 
important to teach English to middle school students and
 
proposes a theoretical framework. Chapter Four describes a
 
teaching unit of seven lessons, whose concepts are based
 
on the proposed framework in the previous chapter.
 
Finally, Chapter Five shows how the lessons should be
 
assessed and concludes this project.
 
Significance of the Project
 
This study synthesizes theoretical concepts and
 
suggests curricula for effective English teaching to
 
students in Japan. It will address the problems of current
 
English education in Japan and offer teachers creative
 
ideas for teaching English to their students who are at a
 
low-intermediate level of English. The project may also be
 
applicable to middle school English teachers in other
 
foreign countries where English is learned as
 
foreign/second language.
 
  
 
V : .;;:^CHAPTER. TWO
 
, : , , :0 LITERATURE . ^
 
; The ;field of/Teaching English to Speakers:: ■Qf; Other 
Languages. (TESOt) account not only second language 
acquisitioh (SLA) but also sociology, psychology, 
lihguistiGS, a education. ESL/EFL teachers encounter 
learners':.'d^^ styles and attitudes regarding 
language learning as well as their various stages of 
mental and physical development. From this 
interdisciplinary and,, integrated .pers.pective, this , 
lite:rdt:hre review will fogus oh the following issues; 
social cognition,' . communicative competence, content-based. ■ . 
instruction (.CBi),: :eontent-b.as6d cur.ri.cul.um, and. 
grammaiidai eirbf:- cdriedtioniThe first key word to ::b:e; 
.reviewed is social .cogniti.o.n, which is. the study of the.' .­
sdciai^ dynamics that shape 'phe'/s: thinking. ;Cpmmunicative' ,i 
competence is the ::Secohd: key word, :: referring t.o the 
ability to use languages. Content-Based Instruction (CBI) 
is thbythird key issue of this chapter that supportspihe/ :: 
integ'rated language and content teaching approach. Content 
nmkes language learning comprehensible, meaningful, and ; 
purposeful tp--ESL/EFL learners. Using the CBI framework, 
major factors of the ,content-based curriculum are then 
 discussed. Finally, research is reviewed pertaining to
 
grammatical error correction,
 
i Social Cognition
 
Over the past few decades, many researchers have
 
discussed human potential from various theoretical
 
perspectives. Social cognition is one of the perspectives.
 
It is generally defined as "how people think about people"
 
(Wegner & Vallacher, 1977, p. viii). It is one's knowledge
 
of others, an inner competence that helps one to interact
 
with people. Most researchers believe that social ,
 
cognition and development of children's/humans' thinking
 
are closely related. They have agreed that people develop
 
their thoughts by interacting socially, communicating, or
 
exchanging information with each other. Thus, social
 
cognition is derived from cognitive-psychological theory
 
concerning the interrelation of knowledge, thoughts, and
 
behaviors. It is necessary to explain what cognition is
 
before moving to a more specific definition of social
 
cognition and its development, and the relations among
 
social cognition, behavior, and environment.
 
Cognition Versus Social Cognition
 
How does cognition differ from social cognition?
 
Cognition is concerned with both perception and process.
 
 According to Rosenthal and Zimmerman (1978), cognition
 
refers to the way "people perceive and interpret events"
 
(p. 2). The objects of perception are "things," and people
 
interpret things and,.e-xternaT stimulil by utilizing . ^
 
schemata, or mental categories. The term is also used to
 
describe "covert processing of information": (pi :3) i iThese;
 
quotes imply that cognition is related to; the; storagev^^a^^
 
retrievai;\d Tt^^^^.c processing
 
mechanism in the human mind,- Therefore, one approach to 
cognition defines ifc as unfoumation-ptpdessing/ perpedving. 
information' from 'the . outside; world ; andinterpreting it; ■ ; 
using one's own knowledge, > 
:Social P.Qgnitio:n,is; a, coinbinati.on of social ;
 
interaction and cognition.; Wagner and Valacher 11977)
 
believed that not only is cognition natural to the human
 
mind, but also it is developed through social interaction.
 
It is "based less on logic and more on probability, shared
 
cultural belief systems" (Hoffman, 1983, p. 42). Forgas
 
(1981) mentioned another aspect of social cognition:
 
social;cognition addresses itself as "to explaining social
 
action" (p. 5). It is cognition constructed within a
 
social setting; therefore, social cognition facilitates
 
people's behaviors. Additional explanation of the
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 reiationship between :social: cognitionjand behavior is
 
covered later.
 
Thus, cognition means the process by which people
 
perceive things and upon their prior
 
knowledge, and it involves d :Ohe--way'.perception of
 
information from outside stimuli. In contrast, social
 
cognition means the way that people think about people
 
through social interaction, and it is constructed by
 
interaction between and among people.
 
Characteristics of Social Cognition
 
. ; Roloff and Berger (1982) proposed four dimensions^ of
 
social cognition integrated from several research domains.
 
First, social cognition involves thought processes. It
 
entails mental activity that is unobservable to others. As
 
discussed,by many researchers, it involves an internal
 
mechanism of information processing based on one's own
 
knowledge.
 
The second characteristic is that social cognition is
 
thought focused on human interaction (Roloff & Berger,
 
1982). The individual and the social gathering are
 
mutually and complementary "objects of knowledge"
 
(Butterworth, 1982, p. 4). Individual representation,
 
alters itself due to various occasions, and one's thoughts
 
about other people are constantly changed within the mind.
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Third, social cognition is thought organized in some
 
fashion, focused on human interaction (Roloff & Berger,
 
1982). One's social cognition is affected and developed by
 
interactions. Roloff and Berger explained that three
 
elements, which are self, others, and situation, construct
 
social reality when people interact. Although this is,
 
similar to the second dimension, the difference is that
 
individual social cognition is organized differently in
 
different situations.
 
The last characteristic of social cognition is that
 
people have accurate social cognition varying in the
 
degree to which they are veridical representations of
 
self, others, and behaviors (Roloff & Berger, 1982).
 
Cegala (1978) suggested that people vary in the extent to
 
which they are involved with self and others in an
 
interaction. People respond differently when interacting
 
with others.
 
Many researchers consider that social cognition is
 
fundamental to the nature of the human mind, and is
 
affected and developed through social interaction
 
(Carpenter, Nagell, & Tomasello, 1998; Wegner & Valacher,
 
1977). Because people are such a large part of the outside
 
world, a preponderant part of daily cognition is social in
 
nature.
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 Social Cognition and Human Development
 
Barker; and;Newsdn :;(1979)v defined social " 
more ispecifically as,,,.d%ow c different;.ages 1 
CQristruct,,arelation, between themselves and.the ^ 
bbjects of. knowledge''. (Butterwdrth, . 1982, P- 4). V 
; Bhtterworth :; (19.82).. stated that the study of . social ■ r 
cognition is based on the. integration of the social ; ; 
. content of. chiidrenfs, minds and a variety of thedries; . . ; 
about the acguisition of objective knowledge itself. 
Although social,setti,ngs vary, children in all cultures y 
pass through the same age-related phases of 
.social-cognitive, development.. Following'is: a discussion of 
the development of social cognition and social behavior 
divided into stages of infancy, childhood, adolescence, 
and adulthood. . : 7 'V;- .;; 
V Social Cognition in Infancy Most researchers , 
consider that social cognition starts developing from 
infancy. Carpenter, Nagell, and Tomasello (1998) stated, 
"human infants are social creatures from birth" (p. 2). 
They propose that the behavior of infants around twelve 
months of age is based on the infants having a concept of 
an intentional agent. The intentional agent is "an entity^ 
that has an objective identity and subjective experience" 
(Moore, 1998, p. 168). One has his/her independent status 
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that no one can substitute for him/her, even from infancy.
 
One's experience is always unique and personal.
 
Bruner and Sherwood (1981) reported an infant is able
 
to imitate facial and manual gestures, respond with
 
distress, and show sensitivity to the mother. Infants pay
 
attention to outside stimuli, especially from their
 
mothers, and give feedback to them. The process is like
 
playing catch ball, and the action occurs one by one.
 
Moore (1998) described this phenomenon as "action is in
 
response to immediate experiences" ^(p. 171). Action plays
 
(a big role in social cognition in infancy because infants
 
are too young to interact with people using language. In
 
.other words, the infant is limited to dealing with
 
ihforraation that is. provided perceptually. . Social .
 
Cognition in infancy is the beginning of mental
 
development which corresponds to one's physical responses.
 
Social Cognition in Childhood. In childhood, the
 
cognitive capacity of human beings becomes bigger than in
 
infancy, and a child is able to deal with more than one
 
thing or stimulus at the same time. Moore (1998) explained
 
that action is no longer governed by the immediate
 
experience, and the child can bring a different status to
 
bear , on the determination of: action. .Children experience .'
 
more interactive.variatipns'in many situations. This means
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 that children are able to choose actions from their own
 
perspectives in interactive Vsettihgsi^^ ; , :
 
• Higgins and Parsons (.198:3) raised'the issue of some \ .
 
noticeable changesOin socidl/ interaction during,chlldhpod. :
 
They say children play various roles such as student,
 
family member, and peer. In addition to the,indiyidual^^, . >
 
status at home {as; children),1children expieriehee many ;
 
instances of collective status and learn consensus-based
 
moral codes. They experience age segregation (children are
 
grouped by their ages), collective status in schools (as
 
students and peers), and a variety^of social settings
 
[such as interaction with teachers or lower grade
 
students] (Higgins & Parsons, 1983). This interaction
 
provides a context in which social/cognitive skills can
 
develop. According to Hartup, Brady, and Newcomb (1983),
 
children's social understanding has become relatively
 
sophisticated by the age of ten to twelve years. The
 
notion of social interaction in childhood becomes broader
 
than that of infancy.
 
Social Cognition in Adolescence. The position of
 
adolescents is often described as intermediate, which
 
means between children and adults. They increase
 
socialization more than children, but less than adults.
 
Higgins and Parsons (1983) described adolescents as in the
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process, of ''identity formation'' (p.; 28),' Unlike children, •
 
they understand age hierarchy and have opportunities to
 
meet people who are ■different:v ,from them. The school size 
is usually .bigger than ' elementary/middle ' schOols, and / . 
.adolescents haye mote Opportunities tp . interaot with-, 
students .who vary in gender, ages, .ethnicity, and race ■ 
(Higgins & .Parsons, ; 1983 ) . . The : rnOte : social interactions 
they have, the more meanings or previous experiences are , 
attached to the actions. They have more interaction with 
adults because they have different teachers for various 
sub.j ects in school. Higgins and Parsons described that 
they have "more formal activities that have various. . : 
positions and statuses in the different groups to which 
they belong" (p. 27) . Examples of the formal activities 
involve clubs, student associations, and voluntary works. 
Adolescents explore individual status as well as their 
homogeneous status in different social situations. 
Adolescents do not socialize as much as adults do, but 
they are in the process of forming their own social 
cognition. 
Social Cognition in Adulthood. As adolescents grow, 
their social cognition stabilizes. Adult social cognition 
cannot be reduced to purely information-processing models 
because human knowledge and ideas about the social world 
16 
 are intrinsically^ normative, motivatedV ' an^
 
. (Forgas,,:>19811,: Higgins ;and Parsons (1983) stated;,:tliat . i
 
adults, concerned with other'.s. views, tend to; polish; their ,
 
social:^cognitidn . by interacting with others. With; their,> ,'
 
prior experiences and individual perspectives, they
 
accommodate themselves to wider, and more diverse set of
 
groups, such as society. Social cognition is developed
 
dramatically until addescence and then is stabilized in
 
adulthood. As they mature, human beings express and give
 
feedback using their actions in response to outside
 
information. The relations among social cognition,
 
behavior, and environment are discussed in the next
 
section. , I'" -'
 
Social Cognition, Behavior, and Environment
 
Earlier in this section, social cognition has
 
described as an inner ability that is affected and
 
developed by surroundings (including environment, '
 
: settings, and people). Some scholars have demonstrated how
 
the relation among social cognition, social behavior, and .
 
social situation works. Ruble, Higgins, and Hartup (1983)
 
proposed a model that shows the relation among
 
surroundings (situation), one's social cognition, and
 
one's behavior (action). They proposed that the social
 
situation influences one's social cognition, and cognition
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influences social behavior,. This can. be represented in a
 
linear sequence:
 
Social Situation—> Social, Cognition > Social Behavior
 
(Ruble, Higgins, & Hartup, ,1983, p. 3).
 
In contrast, Rosenthal and Zimmerman (1978) described
 
the relationship among person, environment, and behavior
 
changes in a different way. Unlike Ruble, Higgins, , and .
 
Hartup, they propose that three elements (person,
 
environment, and behavior) are in "reciprocal"
 
relationship. They present the model as follows , (,Figure
 
Figure 1. A Schematic Representation of a Social Learning
 
Reciprocal Conception of Interaction
 
Person
 
I Environ-
Behavior
 
^ ment
 
(Rosenthal '& Zimmerman, 1978, p. 28)
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.. The diagram above shows' hhat ? a person^( and the ■, ,
 
person's behavior are mutual, and both are influenced by
 
the environment. Cognition and action are reciprocal in a.
 
social situation. Thus, several researchers agree that
 
social cognition.is closely related to one's behavior as
 
well as the environment, even though the ways they are
 
related are represented differently. These elements not
 
only affect each other, but also develop gradually as a
 
child grows, ; ' v Its ^
 
Thus, social cognition is the thinking process in
 
one's mind that deals with how one thinks about people in
 
social interaction. Researchers have supported the idea
 
that it develops from infancy in response to many
 
different social situations. Childhood and adolescence are
 
important phases in the development of one's social
 
cognition that will be a basis for social interaction in
 
one'S;future. As people grow, their social cognition: is ­
stabilized. Their previous experiences, current knowledge,
 
and own beliefs become the core of their social cognition,
 
which in turn influences their behavior. One's surrounding
 
is also an important key to the development of social
 
cognition. Without a social setting, people can neither .
 
socialize nor interact with other people. One's social
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cbgnition is used, and develppedunGonsciously whenever one.
 
interac.ts. with people ^ ^ ^ : V-

CoiinrnuhiGative y CompetenG.e . v
 
The seGond topiG reviewed in this project is the 
development of GommuniGative competence in second 
languages (L2). It has become popular to discuss the 
theories of communicative competence from different 
perspectives Such linguistic, sociolinguistiG, or 
cultural points of view. The impact of the discussion has 
influenced ESL/EFL teaching as well as learners' 
acquisition of the languages. The,following review looks ■ 
at explanations of the term "competence," theories of
 
communicative competence, and the characteristics of
 
communicative competence. The relationship between
 
competence and language performance, and four components
 
of communicative competence are mentioned later in this
 
section.
 
Competence and Communicative Competence
 
Chomsky (1965) first introduced the term competence
 
to refer to the speaker-hearer's knowledge of one's
 
language. According to his view, this knowledge contains
 
grammatical features shared by an ideal speaker-listener,
 
who knows a language perfectly. Chomsky's definition of
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competence was restricted to the linguistic field and
 
ignored elements required to communicate with people.
 
Later, Campbell and Wales (1970) and Hymes (1972)
 
challenged and broadened Chomsky's definition of
 
competence. Hymes (1972) stated that competence is
 
dependent upon tacit knowledge of the language and ability
 
for use. According to Hymes' view, speakers have
 
systematic knowledge about how to use their grammar to
 
produce communication appropriate for a particular
 
situation (Foster, 1990). Hymes added a sociocultural
 
perspective to Chomsky's competence. The notion of
 
competence was broadened from ideal grammatical knowledge
 
to actual social use.
 
Hymes (1972) invented the term communicative
 
competence to describe the ability to use language in
 
social settings. He integrated theories of linguistics,
 
culture, and communication. His theory of communicative
 
competence contains four systems of rules: 1) whether (and
 
to what degree) something is formally possible; 2) whether
 
(and to what degree) something is feasible; 3) whether
 
(and to what degree) something is appropriate; 4) whether
 
(and to what degree) something is done (Hymes, 1972).
 
Hymes' communicative competence focuses the use of the
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language, or the speaker's ability to. use ia;nguage in ways
 
that are appropriate to the situation (Simon, 1979).
 
Canaie and Swain (1979) deveiopedHymes' theory of
 
communicative competence from the view of interrelation
 
between language and social contexts. They defined
 
communicative competence as underlying systems of
 
knowledge and skill required for communication (Cahale &
 
Swain, 1980a), Canaie and Swain (1980a) argued that the
 
appropriateness of a given utterance in a particular
 
social.Gontext (i.e. sociocultural competence, later, known
 
as sociolinguistic competence) is crucial in a theory of
 
communicative competence. Similarly, Savignon (1983)
 
followed Hymes' view of communicative competence focusing
 
on actual communication.. She described communicative
 
competence as "the ability to function in, a truly
 
communicative setting" (p. 22). The current concept of
 
communicative competence is,the aspect of competence that
 
"enables us to convey and interpret messages and to , ,
 
negotiate meanings interpersonally within specific
 
contexts" (Brown, 1994a, p. 227),. This includes Chomsky's
 
idea of competence, later known as grammatical competence
 
(or linguistic competence). The concept of communicative
 
competence has.shifted emphasis from the purely linguistic
 
to a sociolinguistic perspective.
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Savignon (1983 1997) stated that there are four
 
characteristics of communicative competence. First, 
communicative competence is a dynamic rather than a static 
concept (Savignon, 1983, 1997). This means that 
communicative competence is related -to one's action rather 
than one's being. Coinmiunication includes, at least, two 
people interacting with each other, so the ability to 
communicate is interpersonal, instead of intrapersonal. 
Secondary, communicative competence applies to both 
written and spoken language (Savignon, 1983, 1997). It is 
related to production performance, because people 
interpret senders' information and then give their 
feedback in the communicative process. Third, 
communicative competence is context specific (Savignon, . 
1983, 1997;:Brown, 1994a). Interlocutors change the way 
they talk depending on situations:and their listeners.. One 
premise for effective interaction is that both speakers 
and listeners have similar understanding (or knowledge) of 
the context. The last characteristic of communicative 
competence made by Savignon (1983, 1997) is that ■ 
communicative competence depends on the cooperation of all 
participants involved. In the process of communication, it 
is obvious that both senders and receivers cooperate while 
interacting with each other. This process requires 
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comprehension and production of messages by both
 
participants.
 
Communicative Competence and Performance
 
The debate of competence versus communicative
 
competence has also influenced the concept of language
 
performance. Chomsky (1965) characterized the distinction
 
between competence and, peffprmance as underlying knowledge
 
and actual use of language., In thelsociolinguistic view,
 
even though there is a distinction between the two, they
 
are included in the theory of communicative competence.
 
.AccOfding to Savignon (1983), competence is a presumed
 
underlying ability whereas perforlnance is the overt,
 
manifestation of that ability,. Brown (1994a) described
 
competence as one's underlying knowledge of the system of
 
a language and performance as actual production (speaking,
 
writing), or the. comprehension (listening, reading) of
 
events. In spite'pf, the distinction,/cdmpetence and
 
performance- are integrated irito the s.bcio-iihguistic
 
p.erspective:of communicative competence: because
 
perfpfmahce, is "th,e>"realization: of odmpetehcies and their ,
 
interaction in the actual- productidn and -compreh.ension of
 
utterances" (Canale & Swain, 1979, p. 16). Researchers
 
have integrated theories of competence and performance to
 
define their notion of communicative competence. Language
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performance is considered as a part of communicative
 
competence and is closely related to the sociolinguistic
 
view of competence.
 
Styles and Registers
 
Concerning the relation of language performance to
 
communicative competence, some researchers have explained
 
two terms: styles and.registers.
 
A variety of language used for a specific purpose is
 
called a style (Brown, 1994a). People use different styles
 
or ways to communicate depending on the contexts and
 
situations. Chaika (1989) reported that a style is the
 
selection of linguistic forms to convey social or artistic
 
effects. Consider the following exchange.between two.
 
native English, speakers who are good.friends:
 
Trish: Would it be possible .fob you to wait for me
 
after class?. .
 
Ann: . Yes, of course it's possible. Why are you.
 
talking so proper? (Chaika, 1989, p.. 47)
 
Ann thinks Trish speaks too formally for. their
 
conversation. It makes Ann feel uncomfortable because the
 
style Trish uses does not show their intimacy. Thus,
 
people distinguish the ways they send messages in formal
 
or conversational styles.
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Brown (1994a) stated that styles are manifested by
 
verbal and nonverbal communication. Verbal aspects of
 
style include phonology, the lexicon, semantics,
 
morphology, and syntax. Styles use all the sources of
 
language: tone of voice, intonation, and pronunciation
 
(Ghaika, 1989). Nonverbal communication, according to
 
Jandt (1998), refers to a language system in which "a
 
message is sent without using words" (p. 97). The
 
nonverbal aspect of styles influences the way people
 
interact, just like a language. Nonverbal communication
 
includes body language, eye contact, distance, touching,
 
and so forth. Both verbal and nonverbal styles represent
 
formality of languages in communication.
 
Styles used only in certain locales and occasions are
 
:called registers (Ghaika, 1989). Registers are appropriate
 
uses of words on specific occasions to succeed in
 
conversation. Registers involve certain:vocabulary,
 
idioms, and other expressions (Brown, 1994a)■used by 
different occupational or socioeconomic groups. Long 
(1975) showed that some, occasions require particular: ^ 
speech acts. Gonsider the following example :(asterisk'i ■ ; 
before the sentence indicates speech act is inappropriate 
in the context) : 
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General: Good luck, Pilkington. Remember, the honour
 
of the Regiment depends on this mission.
 
Private Pilkington: *'Bye, sir. Have a nice day!
 
(Long, 1975, p. 212)
 
The exchange above shows each sentence is
 
grammatically correct, but it sounds awkward. What
 
Pilkington has said is not appropriate to the context. His
 
response is semantically unacceptable. Matching such rules
 
of register leads to successful communication.
 
Chaika (1989) also stated that the use of registers
 
includes shifting into a second dialect for bidialectal
 
speakers, or even to another language for bilingual
 
speakers. Speakers tend to change registers depending on
 
situations and relations with listeners. They are language
 
variations to distinguish vocabulary, idioms, and other
 
expression in particular social interaction. Styles and
 
registers have important roles in language performance
 
that.match specific context's rather than abstract
 
situations.
 
Four Components of Communicative Competence .
 
Several researchers have mentioned four components
 
that comprise communicative competence. These are
 
strategic competence, sociolinguistic competence,
 
grammatical competence, and discourse competence.
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strategic competence, according to Canale (1983), is
 
composed of verbal and nonverbal communication strategies
 
caused by two main reasons: 1) to compensate for
 
breakdowns in communication due to limiting conditions in
 
actual communication or to insufficient competence in one
 
or more of the other areas of communicative competence,
 
and 2) to enhance the effectiveness of communication.
 
Canale pointed out that actual communication requires
 
learners to handle grammatical, sociolinguistic, and
 
discourse nature. The strategies used to keep
 
communication include paraphrase, circumlocution,
 
repetition, hesitation, avoidance, guessing, gestures as
 
well as shifts in styles and registers (Savignon, 1983).
 
It is the ability "to make repairs, to cope with imperfect
 
knowledge, and to sustain communication" in order to meet
 
communicative goals (Brown, 1994a, p. 228). Canale and
 
Swain (1979) stated that knowledge of how to use such
 
strategies might be useful at the beginning stage of
 
second language learning.
 
Sociolinguistic competence refers to appropriateness
 
of meaning and appropriateness of form in different
 
sociolinguistic contexts (Canale, 1983; Shaw, 1992; Swain,
 
1984). According to Canale (1983), appropriateness of
 
meaning involves judgment of communicative functions.
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attitudes, and propoSitions/ideas in a given, situation. On
 
the other hand,,appropriateness;of form ooncerns whether ,a
 
given meaning is represented in both verbal and nonverbal
 
forms in a given context (Canale, 1983). A sender of a
 
message must: know not only ;what to say iu- a;s
 
also how to ,say:it appropriately in a paLrtiCular social
 
context. Sociolinguistic competence takes into account the
 
role of the participants, the information they share, the . •
 
setting, and the interaction itself (Canale & Swain, 1979;
 
Savignon, 1983). The rules overlap styles and registers
 
mentioned previously. Because of these rich
 
characteristics, sociolinguistic competence is used in
 
most teaching applications in ESL/EFL classrooms (Adamson,
 
1993). Sociolinguistic competence concerns appropriateness
 
of both socio-cultural and linguistic rules.
 
Grammatical competence, Chomsky's notion of
 
competence, includes knowledge of lexical items and rules
 
of morphology, syntax, sentence-grammar semantics, and
 
phonology (Canale & Swain, 1979, 1980b; Shaw, 1992). In
 
grammatical competence, the focus is on each word and its
 
linguistic characteristics as shown in the examples below
 
(asterisk before a sentence indicates incorrect form).
 
(A) *the was cheese green (Canale & Swain, 1980b)
 
(B) the cheese was green
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 At the grammatical level, (A) does not make sense,
 
but (B) is apprbpriate and aceeptable. Grammatical
 
competence governs linguistic rules of language when
 
people communicate. The knowledge,of ■^sentence-level 
.grammar" "{Brown, 1994a, - p-^;22:S;)^ plays an important : role 
and enhances one's accuracy of literal utterances. 
Similar to the sociolinguistic and grammatical 
competences,, discourse dompeteihce also relates to the,, 
linguistic aspect of languages, but it focuses more on, 
"intersentential relationships" (Brown, 1994a, p. 228) . 
.Savighbn (1983, 1997) described that discourse' competehce, 
is how one sentence and another connect to become a 
meaningful unit as a whole. Cohesion and coherence are 
often mentioned concerning both spoken and written texts. 
Cohesion is a relational concept concerned with how 
propositions are linked structurally in a text and how the 
literal meaning of a text is interpreted (Canale & Swain, 
198,8; Widdowson, 1978) . Coherence is concerned with 
logical and consistent contents among the communicative 
values or contextual meanings (Canale & Swain, 1988) . One 
of the most famous examples of coherence is the bathtub , 
episode given by Widdowson (1978) . 
A; That's the telephone. 
. , B: I'm in the. bathtub. 
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A: O.K. (Widdowson,; 1978,, p. 29).
 
This exchange illustrates how cdhversation works with 
coherence but without cohesion, (A) first asks: (B) to pick 
up the phone, and (B) remarks his/her situation that is ■ 
the reason for not to be able to pick up the phone, and 
(A) ; accepts IB),'s excuse:. The,.:cohirersatiou is; acceptable71
 
in the situation because both,(A) .and, (-B the same
 
knbwledge of the teledhbhe:-and; the bathtub. Discourse:'
 
: Competdnc:;e i.S the-'ability to ihterpret sentences Or
 
utterances to ;f6rm a meaningful whole. ;
 
, In propOsihg,.:such components of communicative
 
competence. Swain (1984) cast the assumption as follows:
 
; The;. assumption,i.s:.fha.t ;l^^
 
competence in any of these areas.relatively
 
:	 independently, that learners and native speakers will
 
differ in their relative mastery of these skills...
 
(p. 188)
 
This means that each component is closely related to
 
others, and the increasing components contribute to the
 
development of communicative competence as a whole.
 
Savignon. (1983, 1997) also mentioned that increasing one
 
component influences the other components and they produce
 
a corresponding increase in overall communicative
 
competence. She proposed a possible priority of
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 acquisition of each component. According to her view, a
 
measure of sociolinguistic competence and strategic
 
■competence 	allows a measure of communicative competence 
even :hefpfe the,::a:C^ competence 
(Savignon, 1983) . Without linguistic knowledge, people 
still try to communicate using actions such as gestures, 
facial expressions, and ungrammatical utterances 
(expressing things, feelings,: or actions in sound e.g. 
onomatopoeia) . Likewise, they try to adjust their behavior 
in vpiarticulsr soCiai. contexts without grammdtice,! , 
cbmpetence. .These,two competenc on important roles 
for second/foreign language acquisition and second/foreign 
language pedagbgy.^f^^^ among those four 
components interact to comprise-gommunicative competence , 
as a whole. 
, ( -In sum, the notion: of competence: has,:chahged 
:;dramaticalTy in the , last three decades.: : CbmmUnicat:ive 
competence is currently known as one's ability to use 
language in specific contexts. The sociolinguistic view of 
competence is directly related to performance, including 
styles and registers. Four components described in the 
last .section: show h.Ow( .eommunicative competence: proposed by 
: Hymes and other scholars has developed both social and 
lingufstic^- a^^^^^ Especially, sociolinguistic and : . 
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strategic competences work mainly when people do actual
 
face-to-face communication. They are key concepts in
 
ESL/EFL pedagogy. Communicative competence has put focus
 
on the sociolinguistic aspect of language use.
 
Content-Based Instruction
 
It has been argued for a long time whether languages
 
should be taught from language form or function. Because
 
languages have both form and function, it is difficult to
 
determine which one a teacher should focus on in
 
particular. Although researchers have posited the relation
 
of the two differently, both form and function are
 
important and should be learned. Content-Based Instruction
 
(CBI) incorporates language learning into content areas,
 
and it can be one of the solutions to the form-function
 
argument. In this section, features of CBI, its supporting
 
theories from second language acquisition (SLA), and
 
research findings of CBI are explained.
 
Mohan (1986) was one of the first scholars who
 
integrated language and content learning. He stated:
 
Helping students use language to learn requires us to
 
look beyond the language domain to all subject areas
 
and to look beyond language learning to education in
 
general. Outside the isolated language classroom
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 students learn language and content at the same time.
 
Therefore: we need a broad perspective, which
 
integrates language and content learning. (Mohan,
 
■ 198:6, ' p; .181. 
The integration of content and ianguage has,, led:',
 
researchexs td develop conteht.-based 'instruc (alap
 
known ,as content-ESL 'of. content-based, approachl for second,
 
language contexts. Based on this idea, Brinton, Snow, and
 
Wesche (1989) defined CBI as "the integration of content ­
learning with language teaching aims" (vii). CBI helps
 
learners to study a language through academic content
 
areas wherein students acquire both language and subject
 
matter knowledge (Dupuy, 2000; Musumeci, 1993). Brown
 
(1994b) described CBI as integration of the learning of
 
some specific subject matter with the learning of a second
 
language. CBI is often associated with ESL academic : .
 
courses for postsecondary education, but more recently,
 
CBI has extended its setting into K-12 classrooms, foreign
 
language classrooms, and immersion programs (Grabe &
 
Stoller, 1997; Snow, 1998). It has become a widespread
 
approach adapted into many different language settings. '
 
The input hypothesis and the output hypothesis are
 
introduced in the next sections to support CBI from
 
theoretical pefspectives.l
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The Input Hypothesis
 
Krashen (1982, 1985) proposed that a second language
 
is acquired by understanding messages or by receiving
 
comprehensible input. He defined comprehensible input as
 
that bit of language that is heard/read that is ahead of a
 
learner's current grammatical knowledge. To conceptualize
 
the idea, later known as "the input hypothesis," he used
 
the formula "i+1," in which "i" stands for a learner's
 
current state of language knowledge and "1" means the next
 
stage (Krashen, 1982, 1985; Gass & Selinker, 1994, 2001).
 
Krashen (1982, 1985) stated that learners move their level
 
from i to i+1 by understanding the comprehensible input
 
using their contextual clues. Possible examples of the
 
comprehensible input in foreign language classrooms are
 
teacher-talk, student-talk, audiotape recordings/radio,
 
videotape recordings/television, and textbook materials
 
(Krashen, Terrell, Ehrman, & Herzog, 1984). Learners
 
receive comprehensible input and understand i+1 by utilize
 
features of i, context, knowledge of the world, and
 
extra-linguistic information (Krashen, 1982). The input
 
hypothesis predicts learners will be able to learn
 
specific grammatical features from the comprehensible
 
input (Ellis, 1990). This suggests that the.input
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consisting of i+1 is essential to acquire a. second
 
language.
 
The Output Hypothesis . : '
 
After her research on the Canadian immersion programs,
 
Swain (1985) reported that comprehensible input may not be
 
sufficient in SLA and proposed the comprehensible output
 
hypothesis (Swain, 1985; Ellis, 1990). She described
 
comprehensible output as the "output that extends the
 
linguistic repertories of.the learner as he or she
 
attempts to create precisely and appropriately the meaning
 
desired" (Swain, 1985, p. 252). The functions of
 
comprehensible output are as follows: 1) to provide
 
opportunities for contextualized, meaningful use; 2) to
 
test our hypotheses about the target language; and 3) to
 
move the learner from a purely semantic analysis of
 
language to a syntactic analysis of it (Swain, 1985).
 
Swain suggested that not only do L2 learners need the
 
opportunity to produce language, but also they have to be
 
pushed to use alternate means to get across the messages
 
when acquiring their target languages. That is to say,
 
learners need to arrange information to be grammatically
 
understandable and contextually,appropriate to their
 
listeners/readers (or even for themselves) when they
 
produce their target language output. Swain's output
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hypothesis proposes development of accuracy and
 
appropriateness in L2 from the view of productive language
 
skills.
 
Content-based language instruction seems to draw
 
elements from each of those two hypotheses. The input
 
hypothesis supports the use of CBI because CBI requires
 
extensive input containing language information, contexts,,
 
learners' previous/current language knowledge, and
 
competence (Edwards,.Wesche, Krashen, Clement, &
 
Kruidenier, 1985; Burger, 1989; Grabe & Stoller, 1997).
 
With their current knowledge and the comprehensible input
 
including both linguistic and nonlinguistic features,
 
learners internalize the rules of target languages.
 
Similarly, Snow (1991), Grabe and Stoller (1997) pointed
 
out that CBI fulfills Swain's idea .of grammatical accuracy
 
and contextual appropriateness. CBI learners can practice
 
producing the language to test their hypotheses and
 
comprehensibility of new systems. Two theories in SLA
 
support use of CBI in terms, of.learners' input and output..
 
Types of Content-Based Instruction
 
The integrated content;and language instruction has
 
various types based on curriculum styles and focus, of the
 
instruction. Snow (1991) discussed three, models of CBI for
 
secondary and postsecondary second/foreign language
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 settings. The first model, the theme-based model, is a
 
type of content-based instruction in which selected topics
 
or themes provide the content for the ESL/EFL class (Snow,
 
1991). The sheltered model, the second model, refers to
 
the teaching approach where second language learners are
 
separated or "sheltered" from native-speaking students to
 
learn both language and content (Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, .
 
1989; Snow, 1991). The third type of CBI is the adjunct
 
model in which students take two linked courses: a
 
language class and a content class (Brinton, Snow, &
 
Wesche, 1989; Snow, 1991). The relationship among three .
 
models is figured as following:
 
Figure 2. A Content-Based Continuum
 
. . Theme-based Sheltered ■ Adjunct 
Model Model Model ■ 
LANGUAGE MAINSTREAM 
: GLASSi 
{Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 1989, p. 23)
 
Spanos (1989) categorized language and content
 
instruction into three types: content-based language ^
 
instruction (content-based instruction),
 
language-sensitive content instruction (language-sensitive
 
instruction), and articulated second/foreign language and
 
content instruction (articulated instruction). The .
 
content-based instruction is considered as language
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 teaching with topical content such as language for
 
specific.purposes (LSP), English for specific purposes
 
(ESP), and theme-based language iristruction.. ,:
 
Language-sensitive instruction/ according to Spanos (1989)/
 
refers to language instruction conducted in content
 
classroom. The language across the curriculum model and
 
sheltered English instruction belong to the second
 
category. The articulated model is designed for both
 
content and second language curricula; for example/
 
immersion instruction, the adjunct inodel, and the
 
Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach (CALLA)
 
model. Spanos'- distihction is based on the specification
 
of content or language. It is important to note that there
 
are numerous variations of CBl combined features of those 
types or adapted types of the instructional models for 
different instructional settings. ■ 
Classroom-Based Research on Content-Based
 
Instruction .
 
, Many researchers have affirmed that CBI is useful for
 
second language learning. Despite the recent extension,of
 
CBI language teaching from the university level to other '
 
grade levels, most of studies have been conducted at the
 
university level. However, the following study infers
 
potential'.aciaptabilify: o CBI to different settings.
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Hauptman, Wesche, arid Ready (19'88) revealed that students
 
improve their second language proficiency through , cJbI. The
 
intermediate-level ESL and FSL .(French as a .second| . .
 
language): experimental students at Unive.rsity of. '
 
took the class rritroduction to Psychology or intfo(|uction
 
a la.psychologie. Second language comparison groups were
 
selected from the same ESL program, and Ll Psychology
 
comparison groups were selected from both psychology
 
classes. The experimental and comparison groups took
 
English proficiency tests to measure their language
 
development.. The \results showed, that the. experimental
 
groups got higher significant language gains than the
 
comparison groups on all measures. For example, the
 
listening mean of the FSL experimental groups from 1983 to
 
1984 was 4.09 while the mean of comparison group was 3.65
 
(Hauptman et al., 1988). The FSL experimental groups also
 
got higher means in dictation and translation than the
 
comparison group. The listening mean of ESL experimental
 
subjects in posttest was 4.64 whereas the mean of the
 
comparison subjects was 4.37 (Hauptman et al., 1988). The
 
translation mean of the ESL experimental subjects was
 
40.08 while the comparison subjects got 37.93 (Hauptman et
 
al., 1988). The ESL/FSL experimental students showed
 
higher gains on second-language proficiency than the
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ESL/FSL comparison groups. Their data show that
 
content-based classes produce results at least as '
 
effective as those of regular second language clashes, and
 
sometimes even better.
 
Another study, one conducted by Day and Shapspn
 
(1991), also revealed an advantage for content-based
 
experimental groups. The study focused on the use of the
 
conditional through a scientific topic, an imaginary space
 
colony, in seventh-grade French immersion classes. The
 
experimental groups received the lessons, a specifically
 
designed curriculum unit focusing on the conditional, over
 
the period of five to seven weeks. Some major
 
instructional features were a cooperative-learning
 
approach, linguistic games before each lesson, and
 
group-and self-evaluation (Day & Shapson, 1991). The
 
materials were designed for use in all four language
 
skills (reading, writing, listening, and speaking). The
 
control groups received normal classroom instruction.i The
 
findings indicated that,the experimental groups made more
 
improvement than the control groups did. The experimental
 
groups got ranging from 11 to 21 points higher than those
 
of the control groups on oral and written tests from,
 
pretest to follow-up period (Day & Shapson, 1991). There
 
were significant gains made by the experimental students
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in the accurate use of conditional and use of conditional
 
in a written composition. The findings of this study
 
suggest that integrating content and language teaching
 
holds much promise for the improvement of language
 
learning.
 
Hudson (1991) found that students given CBI improved
 
their comprehension of the content in L2. He examined one
 
ESP program, the Reading English for Science and
 
Technology (REST) Project at Universidad de Guadalajara.
 
Students in the REST program took CBI for two years while
 
other students took non-CBI. The two groups took reading
 
comprehension tests, consisting of grammar, reading
 
comprehension, and cloze test, at the beginning and end of
 
each year to measure their reading comprehension,
 
knowledge of grammar, and reading ability. The results
 
showed that the experimental group scored higher than the
 
non-CBI group on each subtest of each test form. The,
 
comprehension mean of the experimental group in the,first
 
form was 72.14 while the mean of the comparison group was
 
61.83 (Hudson, 1991). The comprehension means of the
 
experimental group in the second and third form were 85.16
 
and 80.32 whereas the means of the comparison group were
 
53.84 and 56.21 (Hudson, 1991). In addition to the higher
 
means on comprehension tests, the experimental group got
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 higher means on grammar and multiple-choice . clbze tests .: . ;
 
Hudson concruded\that a content-comprehension approach , ,
 
helped studehts to:;improve .hot dhly their ESL.^reading
 
comprehension but also the grammar and general language
 
reading ability.
 
" The effects;of-..'GOhtent-based:English :lhstriidtion - have,
 
been: seen: through its learnersyXSnpw and,Brihtcn>:(19i8:8a) y
 
collected a program evaluation of Freshman Summer Program
 
(FSP), . which is;the'., cohtent-based program designed to meet,
 
the linguistic and academic needs of students,who lack the
 
skills required at University of California, Los Angeles
 
(UCLA) (Snow & Brinton, 1988a, 1988b). They found that
 
their program increased learners'.confidence in L2 reading
 
and writing. Likewise, Burger (1989) reported the students
 
who took content-based Psychology class at University of
 
Ottawa.stated that the OBI class motivated them to use L2
 
and gave them confidence to use L2 in writing and
 
speaking. OBI can lead students to have confidence in
 
their target language and a feeling of satisfaction in
 
their second language study.
 
Kasper (1997) examined the effect of OBI on ESL
 
students' study performance and found that it enabled them
 
to earn higher grades and to progress to higher levels of
 
mainstream courses than other students. He divided ESL
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students who were in the Intermediate ESL Reading and
 
Writing class (ESL 09) at Kingsborough Community College
 
(KCC) into two groups. Each group was given content-based
 
or non-content-based instruction from Spring 1992 to Fall
 
1993 including final examinations, which assessed their L2
 
reading and writing. The average score of the experimental
 
group on the ESL 09 final examination was 81%, whereas the
 
score comparison group was 68% (Kasper, 1997). In ESL 91,
 
which is supposed to take place after ESL 09, the
 
experimental group obtained higher scores on the reading
 
assessment examination than the control group, with
 
average scores of 75% for the experimental group and 67%
 
for the control group (Kasper, 1997). In addition, 60% of
 
the experimental group passed their writing assessment
 
examination, whereas only 40% of the control group
 
students passed. After passing ESL 91, 67% of students
 
from the experimental group progressed to English 22, the
 
mainstream English composition course, whereas only 49% of
 
students from the control group progressed (Kasper, 1997).
 
Kasper concluded that the content-based program enabled
 
students to be more successful in the academic mainstream.
 
The CBI affected students' further study performance and
 
enhanced students' self-esteem and confidence in their
 
study in L2.
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Based on these research findings,, some strong
 
rationales for CBI can be outlined. First, CBI allows
 
students to learn the target language through rich and
 
meaningful content. Long and Robinson (1998) suggested
 
that learning target languages without intention or
 
awareness is sufficient for successful second or foreign
 
language acquisition. Second, CBI enhances subject matter
 
knowledge (Musumeci, 1993; Dupuy, 2000). With
 
comprehensible input in classrooms, students gain specific
 
content of study in the target language. The third
 
rationale is that CBI increases students' motivation to
 
continue target language study. Because the combination of
 
content and language learning allows students to learn
 
grammatical use as well as functional usage, learning
 
English becomes meaningful and purposeful to students.
 
Fourth, CBI enhances self-confidence in their ability to
 
use the target language (Snow & Brinton, 1988a; Burger,
 
1989; Dupuy, 2000). This is because sufficient exposure in
 
the target language is given in classrooms. The last
 
rationale is that CBI helps ensure the link between
 
reality, students' own experiences, and their knowledge
 
(Snow & Brinton, 1988a). Researchers have mentioned that a
 
second language is most successfully acquired when the
 
conditions reflect those present in first language
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acquisition (Krashen, 1985; Savignon, 1983; Snow, 1993;
 
Wesche, 1993; Dupuy, 2000). Students can make use of their
 
previous learning experiences both in their native and
 
target languages. It seems that CBI is the ideal strategy
 
to provide an authentic and realistic environment for
 
ESL/EFL learners.
 
Further research is needed to test the accuracy and
 
fluency of language development in CBI. Even though CBI
 
enhances proficiency of target languages, it is important
 
to find out how CBI facilitates accuracy and fluency of
 
L2. Another recommendation is that a number of studies in
 
K-12 ESL/EFL settings are needed. Even though CBI is one
 
of the popular teaching approaches which many teachers
 
have used in classrooms, the number of studies in that
 
level is even less than those at the university level. The
 
last recommendation is that well-designed longitudinal
 
studies of CBI are needed which focus on the quality of
 
faculty and student-teacher relations in classrooms. In
 
any ESL/EFL instruction, teacher's skills and relations
 
with the students play important roles in students'
 
language development. If these are proven to be positive, .
 
CBI will be one of the most acceptable methods for all
 
levels of language learners. ,
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Content-Based Curriculum
 
CBI is a'uniqud teaching ■approaoh,,; that .integrates ■ 
language and, contents . cover . all 'aspects .of . lang\ia:g'e 
knowledge (e.g., vocabulary, grammar, sociolinguistics, ■ 
and discourse) through content areas in classrooms (Swain, 
1996) v : CBl::, also allows .. integration of the four . lahguage 
skills : (speaking, -writing:/ :\ ,apd. reading) ,. Brown 
,(1994b) stated, ."the integration, of the. four s.kills is the 
only.piausible approach tbtaks. within a,communicative, 
interactive framework"; .(p. 219) .. To deal ..with these two 
kinds of integration, some researchers have provided 
frameworks that are considered meaningful for ESL/EFL 
students to accomplish communicative or academic language 
learning. In this section, major considerations of the CBI 
curriculum for effective language learning, which consists 
of content, goals, ■ tasks, and assessment, ■are discussed. 
Content 
Content is a topic (Brumfit, 1984) or an academic 
subject such as literature, math, science, social studies, 
occupational skills, and study skills (Chamot & O'Malley, ■ 
1994; Richard-Amato, 1996) ..It is the use of subject 
matter for second language teaching aims (Snow, 1991) . 
Chamot and 0'Malley (1994) stated that content provides a 
foundation for learning information in important subjects. 
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They also mentioned that students can practice skills and
 
processes needed in the content areas. This helps students
 
to learn a language in a comprehensible and understandable
 
way, and it makes students feel comfortable while they . '
 
learn a target language. Snow, Met, and Genesee (1989)
 
reported that content can provide a motivational incentive
 
for language learning. - They also pointed out that content
 
provides a cognitive basis for language learning because
 
it provides real meaning. Learning a language with content
 
is more motivating for learners than learning a language ,
 
.alone. The comprehensible content-based approach gives: :
 
'"conceptual or cognitive hangers on which language
 
functions and structures can be hung" (p. 202). .
 
Researchers have argued for having some criteria for
 
content, because content plays an important role in CBI
 
and affects whole curriculum. Met (1998) suggested some
 
■ factors to consider when selecting content in a l; 
- language-driven setting, as follows: , 1) the fit with
 
specified language objectives; 2). the fit with students'
 
current language proficiency; and 3) the degree of
 
cognitive engagement and demand.
 
Stoller and Grabe (1997) provided another set of
 
criteria which might help teachers to select the content
 
of lessons. They proposed the distinctive curricular
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approach called Six-T's,Approach for•both language and
 
content, teaching. This approach includes six components
 
which help to select content from the organizatidh of a
 
lesson:, themes, texts, topics, threads, tasks, and
 
transitions.,
 
Chamot and O'Malley (1994) reported that content
 
should be selected adequately for the grade level. It ..
 
should be appropriate for the levels of students and their
 
needs, their experiences, and their prior/current
 
knowledge. They also propose using state and local
 
curriculum frameworks as guidelines for content selection.
 
Goals 'r ■ . 
The second aspect of the CBI curriculum involves
 
setting goals, or instructional objectives. Goals under
 
CBI are unique and different from those of normal language
 
instruction. Many researchers have mentioned the needs for
 
two objectives. Chamot and O'Malley (1994) proposed a pair
 
of objectives; one is the content objective that is a goal
 
for content skills, and the other is the language
 
objective that is a goal of language^functions. Because
 
CBI provides meaningful language learning through subject
 
matter, both content and language objectives are . . ;
 
necessary.
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Snow, Met, and Genesee (1989) and Snow (1993)
 
suggested another two different objectives in terms of ■ ^ 
language deveiopment. One is. t^e content-obligatbry 
language objective which specifies "the. language required 
for students to develop, master, and communicate about a 
given content material" (Snow, Met, & Genesee, 1989, 
p. 205-206). The content-compatible language objective, on
 
the other hand, is a goal consisting of a language skill,
 
that can be taught from content "but not required for
 
success content mastery" (p. 206). The main idea of these
 
objectives is that students learn what a target language
 
is and how to use it, with less focus on meaning. They are
 
designed to make lessons purposeful and make students
 
motivated. .V 'x
 
Tasks
 
The third aspect under the CBI curriculum is the
 
task. Tasks, according to Stoller and Grabe (1997), are
 
"the instructional activities and techniques utilized for
 
content, language, and strategy instruction" (p.. : 85).
 
Tasks are sequences of planning that have objectives and
 
goals. These are actual language activities conducted in
 
classrooms. Tasks are determined depending on analyzing
 
learners' needs and goals (Long & Crookes, 1992; Carson,
 
Taylor, & Fredella, 1997).
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 Some researchers have discussed two specific types of
 
tasks, a real-world task and a' pedagogic task. The
 
:real-world task attempts to simulate, in.the .classroom ..
 
types of behaviors that will be actually used by students
 
outside the classrooms (Snow, 1993). It involves
 
student-centered and cQntent-related activities such as
 
buying a train ticket. The pedagogic task is a process df
 
language learning based on second language theories and ,
 
■.research 	■ (Eong; & :Crookes>ia992)' .- it makesV:s;tudentd\.; 
internalize .target lahguages:! Shdrt-answer questidn for.; ; 
; vocabulary at;::the.: end^;of ;.the: classtis;;an; example; qf a 
pedagdgic task. . ; .,:t 
i Richard-Amato (1996); ^ argued that!content'and tasks ; 
corresponding ;to the objtttives: of lessons lead; .td :!': ; : , ; ■; 
proficienciesi;and competencies d;f ..targeit languages,; .Rigure. 
3 . shpws a ..hierarchy ofv the three' ; fdci uhcler; effettive.^;:, ^ 
content.-b.as.ed .curriculum. It' shows cdntent :is the ; most ' .; ■ 
.important: part ...under. CBI covering whole .language . iearning. 
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 Figure 3. Hierarchy of Content, Tasks, andtV; ;
 
Proficiencies/Competences in Conteht-Based Ihstruction
 
Content
 
I
 
, Tasks,'
 
Proficiencies/Competencies
 
(RichSrd-T^ato,: 19:96, p. 265)
 
Tasks are determined based on the oontenty -aHd .: .
 
students' proficiencies and competencies in the target
 
language are,. developed;; during the tasks, Richerd-Araabo,
 
(199:6) auggested ,that thre.e should be linked together for
 
meaningful and purposeful language learning in specific
 
content areas.
 
Material Development
 
The study of CBI in ESL programs (pre-K through 12)
 
conducted in 1991 by the Center for Applied Linguistics
 
revealed most programs used unique materials. Sheppard
 
(1997) stated that most programs reported using materials
 
from students' regular courses in their classes, but 90%;
 
of the teachers said they had created activities or
 
materials for their classes. The teachers said that
 
activities were determined by the textbook or textbook
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series only some of the time, according .to;Sheppard's
 
survey •(1997;)'i The .maten^ used in the content^based v
 
programs consisted of,'conventional arid^ ^ ^i^^
 
materials: ■ published materials .. that are carefully selected
 
for main medhs, and .original materials thaif are made.:by ..
 
'teachers.'..-,. ^".■.7 ; . . . .i: 
Short (1999) .reported that, the middle schoof . 
content-based lessons she observed included a mix of 
.authentic and adapted materials:. Authentic materials 
helped students to.read textbooks, .and adapted,materials 
bridged the gap that may be found in the textbooks. One of 
the reasons for this tendency is because there is a 
limited supply of published materials in the area of 
content-based language learning (Short, 1997) . Teachers , 
arrange their materials in order to match students' age 
and proficiency level and to make language study 
understandable to .students. Teachers using CBI need to. 
select existing materials and/or develop their o.wn that 
make students develop their language ability in specific ; 
content. Preparing well-designed raaterials, in .CBI is a 
time-consuming process,, but. the materials take a larger, 
more active and creative role on the part of teachers and 
students (Richard-Amato, 1996) . . 
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Assessment .
 
Generally, assessment is an essential component of
 
curriculum to measure learners' understanding of studies.
 
Cohen (1994) stated that among the instructional purposes
 
of assessment, the measurement of language abilities are
 
to diagnose existing proficiency, to gather evidence of
 
progress, and to give feedback to the respondent. In CBI,
 
teachers are concerned with what to assess, and how to
 
assess student language skills development as well as
 
student comprehension of subject matter (Brinton, Snow, &
 
Wesche, 1989; Short, 1993).
 
There are two important considerations for the CBI
 
assessment that have been often discussed by researchers;
 
reliability and validity. Weigle and Jensen (1997) defined
 
reliability as "consistency of measurement across
 
different occasions or forms of a test" (p. 203). The
 
measures should be consistent and trustworthy for
 
different individuals or the same individual on different
 
occasions.
 
Validity, according to Turner (1997), refers to
 
whether assessment measures what it is intended to measure
 
and measures it comprehensively. This measure should
 
assess the abilities of using the target language and
 
should match the language learning objectives of the
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classes (Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 1989). Construct
 
validity,, a. type of validity, is , defined as "the,,
 
meaningfulness'and appropriateness of the interpretations
 
that we make on the basis of test scores" (Bachman &
 
Palmer, 1996. p. 21). The assessment should be derived
 
from a lesson where a target language is used in a
 
classroom. Therefore, assessment has to be made in terms
 
of purposes and appropriateness of the suitable :
 
situations.
 
Assessing Language Abilities. Short (1993) stated
 
that assessment should be viewed holistically, but in an
 
integrated language and content class, especially for
 
beginning-level classes where the central focus is
 
learning target languages through content, it is important
 
to assess students' language skills rather than just from
 
the stand point of content knowledge. Researchers have
 
proposed that students' language proficiency should be ,
 
measured in the context of specific subject matters
 
through alternative assessment procedures (Hamayan, 1995;
 
Short, 199.3; Snow, 1998). Some major means of language
 
assessment in CBI discussed here are teacher evaluation,
 
student self-evaluation, essay writing, portfolios, oral
 
reports, and interview.
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Teacher evaluation means that teachers evaluate or
 
judge a student's work or performance both formally and
 
informally (Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 1989; Short, 1993).
 
If it is done systematically, it helps to identify ; :
 
students' language development^accurately. In contrast,
 
student self-evaluation allows each student to evaluate
 
his/her own work or , judge his/her learning progress using
 
a:checklist, scale, or written description (Short, 1993). :
 
Nunan (1988) argued that self-evaluation provides one of
 
the most effective means of developing both^ self-awareness
 
of what a learner has learned and skills of how to apply
 
rules of the target language. • .■ V:­
In essay writing, students present their knowledge in 
writing through essays (Short, 1993) , Essay writing, 
reports, and projects often take time but allow students 
to present their idea of subjects freely. Portfolios are 
collections of texts the students have produced over a 
definite period of time to the specifications of 
particular contexts (Hamp-Lyons, 1991) . According to 
Sommers (1991) , Condon and Hamp-Lyons (1991) , and Porter 
and Cleland (1995) , portfolio assessment enables 
instruction to be linked to assessment, promotes 
reflection to both teachers and students, helps students 
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to take responsibility for their learning, and.enables
 
students to see their progress in writing.
 
Oral reports offer students an opportunity to display 
their knowledge d:tally . ,{Short 1993,) .. Goheh (200;0) states . 
, : that "verbal reports have at times provide.d; access;:^ the 
reasoning processes underlying cognition, response, and 
decision making" (p. 129), so these help to reveal 
. students' abilities, directly:. Interviews, meetings between 
. teache.rs and;students, help teachers assess individuals or ; 
group:of students (Short, 1993). Students' oral .skills are 
.. assessed, with conversational br controlled procedures.
 
These assessment tools Pleasure students' skill levels and
 
presentation modes. There are many other possible
 
measurement tools for language assessment' such as
 
.journals, profiles,, simulations, performance-based
 
assessment, and assessment.through multimedia.technology.
 
Content-based curriculum . Should involve holistically
 
integrated instructipn, including both language and
 
content..To conduct meaningful lessons, teachers, should
 
select content, set goals, and organize tasks that are
 
. suitable for students' .age, level, and academic needs. >
 
These are the cornerstones of an effective CBI curriculum.
 
The assessment reinforces learners' learning progress '
 
■ inside or outside classrooms. CBI curriculum should be 
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designed carefully^;to satisfy.language and content
 
objectives, students' academic and language needs, and
 
teachers' ■expectations; for,.language development. 
Grammatidal. Error Correctioh, 
. One,aspect of second/foreign language classroom 
pedagogy that has been argued for several years is how to 
treat errors that learners.make. Making errdrs, is viewed 
as a normal, natural, and.important part of learning . 
process when people learn, their first languages (LI) or 
any other, languages (Broughtpn, Brumfit, Flavell, Hill, & 
Pincas, 1980; Dixson & Nessel, 1992) . When learning a new 
language, learners tend to use trial and error to grasp 
the new language system. The errors might stem from one's 
native language, overgeneralization of the new language 
system, or the intermediate system between one's native 
language and the target language, known as an 
. interlanguage (Selinker, 1972) .: The ESL/EFL teachers need 
to note the types of errors students make in order to 
conduct accurate language lessons. Being aware of 
students' errors is beneficial to teachers so that they 
can be.. aware of students' internalized rules. Errors are 
inevitable for students and provide valuable evidence for 
teachers. Some of the important points of error correction 
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and techniques for oral/written correction in classrooms
 
are discussed here.
 
Who Should Correct Errors? ,
 
Many researchers have mentioned that there are three
 
persons who can correct errors in a classroom: the
 
students who made the error, other students, and the
 
teacher (Broughton, Brumfit, Flavell, Hill, & Pincas,
 
1980; Waltz, 1982; Chaudron, 1988), According to Gattegno
 
(1976) and Makino (1993), students are capable, of,
 
correcting their, own errors. FOr example. Bobbins (1977)
 
found that intermediate ESL students could identify 27% of
 
their errors and correct about half of that 27%. Learners
 
sometimes notice and correct some of their.errors by
 
themselves through the strategy of monitoring, and they
 
can also correct some of (their, errors when teachers or
 
peers give them cues or hints about,them (Makino, 1993).
 
This affords students several ways to improve using error
 
feedback.
 
Peer correction is another way to correct students'
 
errors. This is available.when students do pair work and
 
group work. Waltz (1982) discussed four advantages of peer
 
correction. First, it motivates students who think
 
learning a new language is hard. Second, it involves a
 
greater number of students in class. Third, corrections
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 are given that correspond to ah;individuai's lattguage
 
level, Last, peer correction;and self-correction Increase
 
the aniount of tlirie students talk In class and decreases
 
the amount of time teachers talk to correct errors (Waltz,
 
1982). ,
 
Teacher correction, the most frequent technique In
 
classrooms, gives students more advanced and proper ,
 
grammatical correction. As for ESL teachers with
 
low-Intermediate learners, Celce-Murcla (1991) stated that
 
the teachers "may want to facilitate their students'
 
ability to recognize and locate errors since these skills
 
precede the ability to accurately correct an error"
 
;(p. 470). Making students aware of their errors Is the . : ,
 
most Important part of error correction. Teachers should
 
provide proper and unambiguous forms to students who have
 
made mistakes.
 
Which Errors Should be Corrected?
 
There Is a consensus among researchers that only
 
selected errors need to be corrected. Burt and Klparsky
 
(1974) categorized two types of mistakes, local and global
 
mistakes. In their analysis of error gravity. Local
 
mistakes are errors In function of words, phrases, or
 
clauses such as an omitted article, subject-verb
 
,agreement, and a superfluous preposition (Burt & Klparsky,
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1974; Celce-Murcia, 1991). One example is given as
 
following:
 
(C) *It was dark as we approached to the house.
 
(Celce-Murcia, 1991)
 
In contrast, global mistakes refer to the errors
 
which confuse the relationship among clauses (Burt &
 
Kiparsky, 1974, p. 73). Compare the following examples:
 
(D) *English language use much people. (Burt &
 
Kiparsky, 1974)
 
(E) Many people use the English language.
 
In the sentence (D), the order of the subject and the
 
verb are reversed, making it difficult to understand the
 
meaning. The sentence (E) is easier to understand than the
 
sentence (D). Global mistakes consist of wrong word
 
choices, faulty word order, and omitted connectors between
 
clauses or sentences. Burt and Kiparsky (1974) added that
 
global mistakes require correction much more than local
 
mistakes do because global mistakes affect ,
 
compre.hensibility of meaning and may cause much more
 
serious miscommunication between people.
 
Waltz (1982) proposed four criteria for choosing
 
which errors to correct: comprehensibility, frequency,
 
pedagogical focus, and individual student concerns. The
 
first criterion is to correct errors "that cause a
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 misunderstanding or lack of communication" (p. 11). The
 
second criterion is to correct errors that are made most
 
often by students. Third,.teachers; must take care of the
 
errors that have been learned recently by students. The ­
last criterion is that teachers must: target;^ students
 
wholare sensitive ;to, dnd capabld^^b corredtibn., Waltzl's
 
criteria for correction:have ^ some .similaiities with
 
Ervin's sGale . Of;se^^ of error correction.,
 
- , Ervin (1981,^ ,c in Magnan,; 1982) suggested that,
 
there is a hierarchy of the error correction made of three
 
axes: stigmatization/tolerance, comprehensibility/ ­
noncomprehensibility, and competence/performance (the : ,
 
figure is in Appendix A). According to Ervin (1981), the
 
highest priority is to correct those errors that are
 
stigmatized, not understandable, and originate from 
learners' grammatical competence. In contrast, the errors ■ 
that are tolerated, do not interfere with comprehension, 
and originated in learners' performance.■ are seen as the 
lowest priority for correction (Omaggio, 1986) . 
It seems.:tha,t hhe')highe.st, priority, f error 
correction is comprehensibility, targeting those errors 
that might disturb communication or lead to 
misunderstanding of meaning. This is one of the most 
important reasons why people use a language to communicate 
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coitiprehensibility. Some major techniques for this type and
 
other types : of mistakes in classroom,settings are .
 
discussed in next two sections.
 
• Techniques ;f6t: .■ Oral Errors . 
The: purpose of error correction in oral language . is- ^ 
to make students' utterances comprehensible to listeners 
so that,there'is no miscommunication between 
interlocutors, Fanselow (1977) suggested that teachers not 
interrupt the student too quickly. It is not ideal to 
interrupt the student while speaking because this can be ■ 
frustrating and discouraging for thd student (Bertram & 
Walton, 1991) . Techniques that lead a student to correct 
himself/herself and correction techniques done by the ; 
teacher are discussed here. 
Self-Correction with Teacher Helping.( There are five . 
major techniques that are conducted by the student with 
help of the teacher. Pinpointing, according to Knop 
(1980) , is when the teacher repeats the student's sentence 
up to the error:. For example, if a student says, "Last . 
summer, I went in Scotiand," a teacher would say "Last 
summer, I went. .." indicating that after the word "went" 
is ungrammatical. 
Cueing refers to the teacher's giving some 
grammatical variations of the :word with which, the. student 
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has difficulty with.(Hplley &.King,. 1974; Walt.z, 1982). ,
 
The.student is given oral multiple choice by the teacher
 
when the student has used ungrartimatical words or missed
 
words in his/her utterance. The following is the example .
 
of cueing: . : • . .
 
: T.: What did you bring to class?
 
S':' . v.: . ■ 	 V • • .■ . ./■ ■ 
T:. Bring, brought 
, , S : I brought my books. (Waltz, 1982, p, 19.) 
Questioning means that the teacher asks some 
questions to elicit the .meaning the. student ..tries :to 
cobvey . (Waltz, 1982) ,.:Hereti:s.: an: example; 
S: I am studying to be [incqmprehehslble ::wofd] .( 
. .,T: Why do ycu want to: do that ? .
 
, S : , I like, to i help: pebple:.u^^ 1. ■ .
 
T: How will you. help them? 
S: They can see better.. 
T: Yes, an optometrist does that. (Waltz, 1982, p. 20) 
: . Further questions help the teacher to understand;what 
the student has tried to say. 
iBartram' and Walton. (1991): .suggested/that the .teacher' 
/pretend 	to misuride:f.stand what/: the studeht has. sa.i::d so that 
the studeht knows which part he/she should Correct. This 
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kind of techn,iqU0 regembl.es^;w happens in real life
 
conversatidn'/_ii"-;-:v;i'--'
 
;S: She::wdnt;;oh.holiday with your;husband. , 1;^
 
: T: My^;hd^^^
 
S: No, sorry, her husband. (Bartram & Walton, 1991, p. 49)
 
" Gestures are techniques that are done nonverbally.
 
Bartram and Walton (1991) stated that shaking the head and
 
doubtful expression are useful to get attention on the
 
student's ungrammatical utterance. For word order
 
mistakes. Waltz (1982) suggested that the teacher flips
 
his/her hand over the other, indicating two words should
 
be reversed. A similar technique coined by Bartram and
 
Walton (1991) is that the teacher crosses over his/her
 
arms in front of him/her when the order of two words
 
should be reversed.
 
Lopez (1998) recommended one gesture for correcting
 
word order, missing words, subject-verb agreement, tense,
 
and wrong word choice. The teacher uses one hand to point
 
to the fingers on his/her other hand to indicate the words
 
of a sentence. Then, stop or wiggle the finger when a
 
mistake has been made. Gattegno (1976) developed the
 
gesture leading the student to correct his/her word stress
 
errors. With an index finger of one hand, the teacher taps
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 out the rhythm of the word with the other index finger,
 
usingia;mdre;vexaggerated t4p the' stressed syllable^ . ;
 
. Teabher- Correction. Theiteacher^s correction saves
 
time and reduces confusion among students. Two major
 
techniques are'-mentioned ^ hereV proyidihg, the: correct ;
 
answer, and paraphrasing. Providing the correct answer is
 
a direct and straightforward technique. Waltz (1982)
 
explained that the teacher tells the student what the
 
proper form is and,asks him/her for a repetition if it is .
 
necessary for better understanding.
 
Another technique teachers can provide is called
 
paraphrasing. Omaggio (1986) recommended that the teacher
 
repeat the student's answer exactly, but substitute the
 
correct form for the one used incorrectly. For example,
 
when a student says "His telephone number is 65789," a
 
, teacher gives the student the correct answer by stress the
 
word, "His telephone number is 65689." Bartram and Walton
 
(1991) stated that the teacher can give overt forms of
 
correction while talking with the student. ,
 
S: Yes, and on Saturday I go to Bath on trip...
 
T: You're going to Bath? That'll be nice.
 
S: Yes, I going to Bath, and we see the Romanic Baths.
 
T: Have you seen the Roman Baths before?
 
, . S: No, this is first t
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T: What, the very first,time?'
 
S: Yes, I never see before.
 
T: Right, so Sonia's going to Bath to see the Roman
 
Baths. , (Bartram & Walton, 1.991, p. 52) .
 
They explained that the teacher's reformulation may/
 
not be noticed as directly as the other examples to the
 
student, but it is' less offensive,or critical. Other.,
 
students are given an opportunity to identify
 
grammatical/ungrammatical differences from the
 
conversation.
 
Fanselow (1977) warned, however, that just giving the
 
correct answer does not help the student to establish a
 
pattern for long-term memory. This suggests that teachers
 
use combinations of self-correction, peer correction, and
 
teacher correction ihiboth explicit and implicit ways so
 
that students are involved, and are aware of their errors.
 
Techniques for Written Errors
 
The. purposes for Correcting written errors are to
 
make written ideas comprehensible to readers and to help
 
students to express what they wish to convey in written
 
words. Usually, the correction of written mistakes is done
 
in private (Lalande, 1981),.so teachers can give specific
 
and clear correction .to individuals. To facilitate
 
students' improvement in .drafts,/.Muncie (2000) states.
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 teacher intervention during the writing process is the
 
most effective way to promote achievement. Teacher
 
intervention is categorized into two parts: indirect and
 
direct correction.
 
Indirect Correction. Omaggio (1986) stated, "having
 
the teacher straightforwardly correct every error on
 
students' written work is not most useful way to provide
 
corrective feedback" (p. 298). Indirect correction is the
 
device that improves students' skills and meaning of
 
writing softly. The most frequent.technique that is used .
 
by teachers is use of correction codes... Bertram and Walton.
 
(1991) suggested that the teacher put an abbreviated
 
symbol in the margin or above the error. The following are
 
possible correcting codes listed by Bartram and Walton:
 
Table 1. Examples of Correcting Codes
 
GR =,grammar () == unnecessary word(s)
 
W.O. = word order . P = punctuation
 
T = tense reg = register
 
voc - vocabulary ? = don't understand
 
=
sp - spelling word missing ,
 
A = article careless mistake
 
(Bartram & Walton, 1991, p. 84)
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Similarly, Waltz (1982) suggested that teachers can
 
use "F" for form, "Sp" for spelling, "aux" for auxiliary,
 
"G" for gender, "X" for wrong word, "T" for tense, "C" for
 
case, and "0" for order. Omaggio (1986) and Bartram and
 
Walton (1991) suggested that teachers underline
 
incorrectly spelled words, circle for inappropriate words,
 
and write arrows for misplaced words. In some cases, clues
 
are added to the tiistakes^,^^^^^^^^^^ some hints for,.the:
 
mistakes (Bartram w 1991). Before given coded
 
feedback. Students must be pirovided, a pidcg . of paper that
 
shows those codes- aud their meanings..
 
In .contrast, some the;teehnigues prdvideivless
 
information to students.'abbut their errors. Hasweil (1983)
 
argued that teachers indica,te mistakes by crosses in the /
 
margin alongside, the lines in which the mistakes: occur
 
. (Hyland, .1990).•, Here i the example::
 
X We apologise .for" the.;;inCQnveni^^^ It was.all
 
because .certaih reasons that.things turned out that
 
. KX Way. We. did sent a driver to the airport but it broke
 
on the way. Secondly about the hotel. The group had
 
: , . to take another. :(Hyland, 1990, p. 281)
 
S be motivated to seek where mistakes .
 
:are and how to change them. Hyland (1990) remarked that a
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teacher can -record^ .crossed ahd. is
 
■returned, ' to, the sthdent with the teacher's, coinments . 
If teachers provide■students a checklist that 
consists , of types of errors^ t have: ,made> ■ .this , 
can work.'as d reiriinder 'whi.le the student revises hi.s./hd.r - . 
writing. /(Wait.z, 19.82)i. With the marking, checklists/ .. 
studentd: and Ihe, teacher know, ' the typesipf ' errors ;they: 1. 
have made. Checklists are : ef fective.^because the)/ are used 
.repeatedly during and after the writing process. 
Direct Correction. According to Hendrickson (1980) , 
direct correctioh :mean.s:, that . the beacher tells, the student 
;where the effor is and -what the;, correct) form is Direct: ; : 
.correctioh is exp'licit.):and :u when the student .has 
difficulty understanding indirect correction. The teacher 
crosses out unnecessary words, underlines.misspelled words 
and then gives correct forms (Waltz, 1982) • The teacher 
can also add some comments in the margin and suggest 
improvements at the end of an essay. According to Waltz 
(1982) , semantic errors must often be corrected in the ,. 
most direct manner possible. The teacher can talk with the 
students individually to negotiate meaning of the written 
work, The techniques introduced in this section are just 
examples. Because various techniques are available for 
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teachers to handle in classrooms, selected ones are used
 
depending.on objec'tiyes,. actiyities, and students' .agel/
 
Making errors is ineyitable when learning new
 
languages. Correction must be done oyertly in both oral
 
and written work while students do language actiyities.
 
Two important considerations emerge among researchers when
 
teachers giye error correction. First, as Valette (1973)
 
pointed out, oyercorrecting destroys students' motiyation
 
for language learning. It reduces the pleasure of learning
 
new languages and interrupts students' oyerall language
 
deyelopment. Howeyer, the teacher still has to remind
 
students of selected mistakes they made so that they are
 
aware of the errors. This contributes to more accurate
 
language production. Second, error correction should be
 
done in a positiye manner (Knop, 1980; Omaggio, 1986;
 
Waltz, 1982). Bartram and Walton (1991) stated that the
 
purpose of teacher feedback is to haye a long-term
 
positiye effect on the.students ability to monitor their
 
own output. Muncie (2000) states, "feedback can be only be
 
truly effectiye in that deyelopment if the learners are
 
encouraged and able to analyze and eyaluate it themselyes"
 
(p. 52). Teachers should correct gently and ayoid
 
embarrassing or discouraging students. In this literature
 
reyiew, the only grammar-leyel and discourse-leyel error
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correction has been discussed. It is problematic that
 
strategic and sociolinguistic skills are not being
 
considered. One might suggest this take place if students
 
are ready to develop communicative competence in L2. Quick
 
and spontaneous strategic, sociolinguistic, discourse and
 
grammar error correction helps students to establish new
 
system in the target language.
 
As can be seen in this literature review, the field
 
of TESOL has been integrating many different fields in
 
order to teach English effectively taking into account
 
learners' age, proficiency levels, background, and
 
inside/outside classroom environments. To review, social
 
cognition is one's thinking mechanism developed through
 
social interaction from infancy to adulthood. Children's
 
social understanding has become increasingly sophisticated
 
by adolescence. Communicative competence is constructed by
 
social interaction, just as is social cognition.
 
Communicative competence, the ability to use a language in
 
a communicative context, helps people to use the language
 
in social situations. CBI offers students a rich
 
environment where a target language is learned through
 
content. It is a meaning-based approach by which a teacher
 
can enhance learners' comprehension, self-confidence, and
 
motivation to study. Foreign/second language classes must
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take into account the developmental aspects of language
 
learning when selecting content for language learning. ,
 
When:conciucting>,l^^^ activities in a classroom, , a^ . . .
 
teaGher must make sure,tbat the systems of the target .
 
language are understood and;used correctly by students. ,
 
Corrective feedback for both oral and written work helps
 
students to acquire the target language. These conceptual
 
domains will become the basis for the theoretical
 
framework in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
 
T FRAMEWORK
 
Based on the findings of the previous chapter,
 
significant implications emerge when applied to English
 
teaching for iow-intermediate-leveT Japanese learners. The
 
five key Goncept's :discusse-,d .in Chapter.Two^ a
 
vinterrelatedy and each -is important fox Ehglish^ ^ 'a^^ ; , ;
 
second/foreign..language classroom pedagogy. This chapter'
 
describes pedagogical implications for content-based
 
language instruction (CBI) and details a theoretical
 
■framework ; for effective ESL/EFL teaching utilizing, CBI ; 
. . ."The five key words discussed in the previ 
play important roles in this project. First, social . 
cognition theory takes into account that the social action 
.bf ...oneis .behavior affected by his/her . subjective 
experience and external stimuli..: It is impoftant 
utilize this concept in English classes. Students 
experience and analyze a specific English expression that . 
is appropriate to content and adjust it as their L2 
language behavior. Communicative -competence,. .'the;, second : 
key .word, is used in any social/communicative eetting and 
is recognizable through language output. Teachers assist 
their students to improve competence in L2 grammatical and 
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strategic areas as well as sociolinguistic and discourse
 
competences. CBI, the third key word, is a meaning-based
 
language approach which teachers can use to enhance
 
students' comprehension, competence, self-confidence, and
 
motivation to study. Foreign/second language teachers must
 
take into account the developmental aspects of language
 
learning when planning lessons. The last concept, error
 
correction, is an important aspect in students' language
 
development. Teachers' corrective feedback for both oral
 
and written work helps students to acquire the target
 
language. Before those five key words are integrated, some
 
implications of the content-based approach need to be
 
addressed.
 
Pedagogical Implications
 
English teachers must be aware of several innovative
 
and unique features of CBI. First,.CBI is an integrated
 
language and content teaching approach that includes thei
 
four language skills. Students in CBI receive meaning-form
 
and form-function input through meaningful content.
 
Because content and language are learned together,
 
students are able to study the language without any
 
difficulty., This approach seems to have made an even
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greater contribution on language development than has the
 
coiranunicative approach.
 
Secondly, the focus of teaching (either content or
 
language) depends on the teachers, administrators, and
 
objectives of the programs. This seems to be flexible, but
 
this flexibility can be a disadvantage in terms of
 
language development. If teachers focus on teaching
 
content rather than language, students do not learn the
 
language. Snow, Met, and Genesee (1989) suggested that
 
teachers use curriculum developed from a language-learning
 
point of view. The teachers need to have effective plans
 
that realize the goals of instruction.
 
As Swaffar (1993) pointed out, the grammar taught in
 
CBI is less visible than in a language class equipped with
 
a grammar-based syllabus. This tendency surfaces because
 
CBI relies on various nonlinguistic factors such as
 
students' previous experiences and knowledge in LI (first
 
languages). Also, students in CBI internalize the target
 
language from context, so their focus might be on the
 
context rather than the language. Teachers using
 
content-based instruction need to, explain to, students the .
 
form/function relation of the language explicitly in the
 
classes. Otherwise, the target language may become
 
fossilized during a long-term learning process. To prevent
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fossilization, a focus on teaching the target language is
 
vital in the English classroom.
 
In addition to the specification of new rules,
 
teachers need to note the errors students make. According
 
to Swain's (1996) observation of content-based immersed
 
six-grade classes, only 19% of the grammatical errors .
 
students made were corrected, while the teachers ignored
 
the rest of the errors. This indicates another weak point
 
of CBI. At the low-intermediate level of proficiency, ' . ,
 
students do not generally produce correct utterances.
 
Teachers' ignoring errors may lead students to
 
misunderstanding of the rules and context in content-based
 
instruction. Therefore, teachers should correct students'
 
errors that interfere with comprehensibility. These
 
implications suggest that current perspectives of CBI need
 
supplement to reinforce language learning in the middle
 
school foreign language setting. .
 
Proposed Theoretical Framework
 
Based on implications inferred from the literature
 
review, a theoretical framework for EFL teaching for
 
low-intermediate middle school learners emerges. Figure 4
 
shows how the key words are integrated in order to achieve
 
effective content-based EFL teaching. Content-based
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instruction (CBI), the■language teaching.apprbach with 
content,; provides rich learning environment in EFL 
cIa:Ssroom-.eethingsu .i'v 
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TheV selected content stimulates students' social cognition
 
at that age and helps.students to construct three
 
competences (disccpurse,, sociolinguistic,; and strategic
 
competences), whidh correspond to person, environmeht, and
 
behavior. This prpcess allows GET to link content with
 
language and prevents students' having a gap between
 
content and language. The.person, which represents a
 
student, develops I discourse .competence, particularly by .,
 
reading printed. materiaTs or.characterizing content. The
 
environment, specification of situation, provides .students;
 
accuracy and situktional appropriateness, of the English
 
language and helps them, to, i'ricrease soCiolinguiStic^;^:^
 
competence in L2." Strategic competence is developed when
 
students use new systems of English to adapt to and
 
analyze social behavior.
 
■> The three elements are in mutual relationship for the 
development of both English learning and content 
understanding. The attention to grammar is provided as a 
substrate in each class in order to develop grammatical 
competence.. Thus, students internalize and practice new 
systems of the target language competence utilizing 
content, social cognition, and communicative competence to 
be able to use English accurately and appropriately in the 
context of lessons. Teachers' grammatical and discourse 
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error correction reinforces learners' development of
 
communicative competence and prevents future
 
fOSsiliration.
 
As Swain (1988) pointed out, in order to develop 
correct form and function of the target language in a 
class, some attention to form is necessary. This framework 
proposes communicative and functional language teaching 
through content, which means language-driven CBI.- This is 
an integrated content study with mastery: of grammatical 
competence and further development of language skills. 
Gontent helps learners to learn the target language ■ ^ 
smoothly and helps, lang;ua'ge learhirig(t become meaningful,, • 
and purposeful. It provides students with the most certain 
means of .teaching language , for ,, use.. ' 
Once students understand rules and functions of some
 
expressiohs in English,; they utilize their ;• social;
 
cognition in,.order,.to make) the expression appropriate to
 
the situation.V:That.is . to)e,ay^ithey transfer their idea of
 
people and . strategi^e social interaction -into the
 
interaction in' L2.. .Teachers assist students .• to recognize, :
 
and produce English which is not only accurate but also
 
appropriate;in the social situation. Students' social
 
cognition interacts with their communicative competence
 
and language behavior in L2. Using communicative , ,
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 competence Is a key for the ^ngiish output..Students • 
develop the four components of communicative competence ■ 
;.(strategic, .socioiingulstic, .graiTimattcu.i/ and..discouts.e
 
competences) through purposeful language learning.
 
Students' language output'Is' monitore.d and correcte.d^^^^b
 
teachers when studentstwork on .activities. Errpt;
 
correction not only prevents classes from being
 
content-driven but also htlps;students to; beytnord : ,
 
grammatically accurate and appropriate to the context.
 
This framework is designed to foster language study
 
together with content. The combination of language ;
 
objectives with meaningful content provides strong
 
efficiency for low-intermediate level students.
 
Goals of the Approach ,,
 
The proposed framework has two aims regarding
 
language skills and learning skills. First, as Wesche
 
(1993) suggested, a content-based approach is aimed at the
 
development of use-oriented second and foreign language
 
skills. This means that students should be able to listen,
 
read, speak, and write in English. The second aim,
 
probably the central aim of teaching second/foreign
 
language, is to make students independent and autonomous
 
language learners. Teachers guide students as users of
 
English until they no longer need teachers' support. The
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ideal goal is to make students be able to manipulate the
 
language by themselves.
 
Foreign, Iirmersion Classrodm; Strategies
 
As . Freeman ::and/::Freerna,n ,(1998) dis.cussed, ; many ,
 
students in EFL setting are poorly motivated to learn the
 
language because they do not see it as relevant. To make
 
it relevant to students, teachers must prepare carefully
 
selected content so that the target language is learned
 
spontaneously and effectively. Moreover, Richard-Amato
 
(1996) suggested that EFL students are in even more need
 
of meaningful interaction than ESL students because the
 
classroom may be their only source of English language
 
input. Teachers should have a variety of activities that
 
promote students' ability to learn English. Content-based
 
instruction in an EFL setting is big challenge because of
 
limited language sources; however, meaningful content and
 
activities ensure that students in foreign immersion
 
classes will achieve language development. The next
 
section illustrates one example derived from the framework
 
just described. The target leyel. of the example is for
 
low-intermediate,level; EFL middle school students.
 
Application of the Framework
 
One application of the proposed CBI model is using
 
literature as content for language learning. According to .
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stern,(1991), the elements of literature., such as
 
character, setting, ;and plot, help promote reading
 
comprehension and provide the subject matter, the context,
 
and the, inspiration for numefous:;activities. She also
 
pointed out that;iiterature can motivate students and
 
reading literal -wo.rk immerses: students inCt world ,it
 
depicts. - In'this"type of CBI literary work ia selegted by
 
teachers with concern for their students' age, proficiency
 
level,. and i^efegdgical- goal3.. The written texts' allow
 
students to look at .varied forms of E:nglish as well as
 
their function. Content of the literary work stimulates
 
students and helps them to increase communicative
 
competence. Students develop specific rules of English
 
that relate to the plot and practice speaking, listening, .
 
reading, and writing about the literary work. In this
 
■sehse-, 	 the-texts are central to instruction. Use of 
literature as a medium for English instruction enhances 
development of grammatical competence, other competences 
as well as ■ overall language development. 
The first part of this chapter has given pedagogical • 
implications derived from the review of literature. 
Content-based instruction has some weak points in terms of 
grammar and further language development even though it is 
an innovative and fascinating approach in ESL/EFL. The 
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proposed theoretical framework incorporates key words from
 
the previous chapter and suggests language-driven CBI. It
 
takes account students' inner competence, linguistic
 
support by teachers, and meaningful language development
 
in an EFL setting. Based on this framework, a
 
content-based curriculum for low-intermediate EFL learners
 
is outlined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR :
 
V ,r.V C DESIGN
 
Assoelated with the theoretical framework in . : :
 
previous chapter, a sample unit has been designed for
 
:middie school EEL students .in Japan, The unit - cpns:iSt,S Of,:
 
seven lessons,designed.for English learning with
 
.comprehension of literature as content,. This- , , ^ ., :
 
language-driveri; CBI; ihtegfat.es ■learners' sociai: cognition 
and communicative competence. This, chapter .describes the 
.content of the unit ^ and sequehce of lessons., .f 
■ .Content' of the - Unit ■ 
. : .This -unit is. designed for middie .school English. . . 
students in Japan, The goal of this unit is for students . 
to be able to use English accurately and appropriately in 
specific situations. Students will increase vocabulary, . 
grammar, and functions of English through the story 
Pacific Crossing. Students will learn the past perfect 
tense, the past ■ perfect tense with passive voice, and : 
verbal/nonverbal communication strategies through the 
story. The focus of competences in each lesson associated 
from students' cognition is seen in Table 2, Building 
vocabulary is fundamental to learn English grammar and 
function, In each lesson, students are encouraged to . 
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 identify the meaning of new vocabulary words. Forms and
 
functions of grammar are learned from the meaningful
 
context.
 
Table 2, Component of the Unit Plan
 
Lesson Task Chain Component from the Framework 
A 1, 2, & 3 
Grammatical competence 
Discourse competence 
B , 1 & 2 
Discourse competence 
Grammatical competence 
C 1, 2, ■& 3 
Sociolinguistic competence 
Grammatical competence 
D 1 & 2 
Grammatical competence 
Sociolinguistic competence 
Discourse competence 
E ■ 1 & 2 Grammatical competence 
Strategic competence 
Grammatical competence 
F 1 & 2 Sociolinguistic competence 
Strategic competence . 
Discourse competence 
G 1, 2 / & 3 Grammatical competence 
Sociolinguistic competence 
The literature used as content in this unit is 
Pacific Crossing by Gary Soto (1992) . In this book, Soto 
describes Lincoln Mendoza, a fourteen-year-old Mexican 
American youth who goes to Japan as an exchange student. 
He experiences baseball, farming, , jokes and family life. 
This novel is used as literature content because it is 
culturally related, the main character is as same as the 
target level students, and the story fits with the 
students' language proficiency. Content of the story is so 
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 vivid a fascinating that'the students increase their
 
motivation of.English iearn'ing. It invoivee-:y of :- .
 
vocabulary, grammar, and,expressions which enable students
 
to guess from the context. Soto's work is used as a medium
 
of English instruction throughout the lessons. Completely
 
immersed into the situation, students experience English
 
and increase grammar, vocabulary, and four components of ,
 
communicative competence in English.
 
Each lesson has content objectives and language
 
objectives. Materials used in this unit are lesson plans,
 
focus sheets, work sheets, assessment sheets, and other
 
possible sources. The lesson plans provide explicit,
 
step-by-step directions for each lesson. The focus sheets
 
include the text and supplemental information, which give ,
 
students extensive input. The work sheets are for language
 
output, content comprehension, and authentic language
 
activities. Assessment sheets are used to evaluate
 
students' progress of English.
 
, Sequence of the Lessons
 
Each lesson is aligned with the story. Because of the
 
time setting, each lesson contains from two to four pages
 
of reading. The sequence of lessons is as follows: Flying
 
to Japan, Background of Lincoln, Lincoln and the.
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Principal, Arriving in Japan, . Talking with Mr.. Ono,
 
Welcome, Lincoln! and Field Work,
 
in Lesson A, Flying to Japan, teachers give hints for
 
the story by providing,new vocabulary words, Students ,
 
identify the main bharacters and situation, as well, as the
 
new tense, which i|s the past perfect tense. In Lesson B,
 
students identify 'the function of the past perfect tense
 
through description of Lincoln in the focus sheets.
 
Content of the lesson may be more familiar to the students
 
because of shorinji kempo". Lesson C is concerned with
 
the past perfect tense with passive voice. Two different
 
view of Japan are;discussed in groups: the view of Lincoln
 
who lived, in outside Japan, and the view of students who
 
lives in Japan. In Lesson D, students learn changes of
 
styles, which refer to formality/informality of English,
 
and shifts of registers, which mean use of English and
 
Spanish. Studentsl are required to understand the story
 
from a sociolinguistic perspective. Lesson E promotes
 
students to write' what Lincoln and Mr. Ono, who was
 
Lincoln's sponsor, did on that day. Students write an
 
essay at the end of the lesson. In Lesson F, students
 
learn some idioms and communicative strategies that
 
enhance effectiveness of communication. Then, students
 
apply the knowledge into conversational level, caring the
 
forms and function^. Lesson,G, the last lesson, is
 
designed for students to understand what Lincoln
 
experienced on the^first day in Japan and learn two
 
functions of "would". Students are required to understand
 
the story and use four language skills in order to
 
accomplish group activities.
 
The design of| this curriculum aims for students to
 
read, write, speak, and listen to English accurately and
 
appropriately in given situations. Especially, reading is
 
used as a main tool to provide comprehensible input
 
throughout the unit. This student-centered curriculum
 
allows teachers to immerse students in the world, of
 
literature and encourages students to use English
 
purposefully. The assessment of the unit is discussed in
 
the next chapter^
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 GHAPTER FIVE
 
ASSESSMENT ANR CONCLUSipM, . .
 
The important considerations of CBI. assessment
 
discussed in Chapter Two are reliability and validity.
 
Students should be assessed with a variety of types of
 
tests in CBI. In addition, the goals of assessment
 
correspond to objectives of lessons as well as content of
 
lessons. The assessment sheets , used;in the unit, are
 
designed to satisfy these two.considerations and measure
 
the progress of students' language develdpment. In the
 
unit, three level of language assessment are attempted.
 
They are literal,,.contextual, and personal levels,. This
 
chapter describes those three levels of assessment and
 
concludes the project. , ;
 
Assessment , , . ,,i'
 
, One purpose of assessment in this unit is to check
 
students' understanding of the lessons. As seen in the
 
Table 3, the assessment of each lesson has been developed
 
from simple to complex procedures. In Lesson A, assessment
 
is conducted at a literal level to check students' lexical
 
understanding. In Lesson B, C, and D, students are
 
assessed in the next level, the contextual level, that
 
goes beyond the lexical level to assess the function of
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new systems, their awareness of errors, and strategic
 
ability. Students are assessed in their ability to use
 
English at a personal level in Lesson E, F, and G.
 
Table 3. Types of Assessment
 
Lesson 
Types of 
Content of Assessment 
Assessment 
A Paper-pencil 
Reading comprehension 
Matching verbs 
B Paper-pencil Monitoring grammatical errors Content comprehension 
C Paper-pencil 
Short.answer, 
Making sentences 
D Paper-pencil 
Changing order 
Reading comprehension 
E Paper-pencil Essay 
F Performance Role-play 
G Performance 
Making posters 
Self-evaluation 
Another purpose of the assessment in this unit is to
 
allow students to reflect upon their attitude of study.
 
For example, with the self-evaluation seen in Lesson G,
 
each student evaluates how he/she has cooperated and
 
participated in a group. The self-evaluation helps
 
students to notice their attitude and promotes active
 
participation in the next class. Reflecting on their
 
attitude, students will increase their responsibility for
 
their Own English learning.
 
The assessment of the unit has been designed to
 
measure students' language abilities and other factors
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such as competence and attitude. It is important for \
 
students to receive feedback from their teachers. This
 
will help students .review,their weak, at.eas. and motivate
 
further study of English,
 
\ Conclusion . ....
 
Using literature for English: language teaching is not
 
a new idea. For example, traditional English education in
 
Japan mainly focused on teaching English from literature
 
and history. However, . the focus of the instruction was"on
 
grammar, not overall language development. CBI does cover
 
all aspects of language (grammar, function, and usage) and
 
language skills (reading,, speaking, listening, and
 
writing)-.: It is the .furictional, . communicative,, and.
 
purposeful approach that. makes English learning meaningful
 
to students..CBI has been proposed using literature as
 
content for English learning in EFL classroom setting in
 
Chapters Four and.Five, and the sample unit is included in
 
Appendix B. The curriculum is based on the theoretical
 
framework in Chapter Three, which integrates learners'
 
social cognition, communicative competence, CBI, and error
 
correction. t v l'' -'1
 
Further research is needed to highlight the link
 
between social cognition and communicative competence in
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ESL/EFL pedagogy. Eyen'.though cominunicative competence has
 
become one of .teachers' focuses of instruction, using
 
students' social knowledge in L2 teaching has been less
 
focused; upon. One's social cognition should be utilized in
 
social/ communicative classroom activities. The
 
integration of social cognition and: communicative
 
competence can be the key to teach English for actual use.
 
The second recommendation is that a correct, considerable,
 
a:nd: accurate expilahation of: GBI, that is adaptable,to,.all
 
level of proficiency, is needed in order for CBI to be ..
 
used world wide. Because many researchers have defined and
 
positioned CBI in different ways, adaptability and 
applicability of CBI have been considered to be limited : 
and ambiguous in many ways. If there is an explicit 
explanation of CBI, CBI will be reexamined and become a : 'i.;, 
popular approach among ESL/EFL teachers. 
The last two decades have witnessed various types of
 
integrated content and language approaches in ESL. CBI has
 
been used at the university level, secondary school level,
 
and even the elementary level all over the world. Chapter
 
:One has provided a background of English education in//'y
 
Japan. The five key words (social cognition, communicative
 
competence, CBI, content-based curriculum, and grammatical
 
error.correction) have been reviewed from various
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theoretical perspectives in Chapter Two. In Chapter Three,
 
the framework has been proposed and applied to the i
 
curriculum design in Chapter Four. This chapter has
 
described the assessment of the unit, The unit, which
 
includes seven lesson plans, is presented in Appendix B.
 
This sample unit integrates language and content learning,
 
four language skills, learners' social cognition, and
 
their communicative competence in L2. CBI is a unique
 
approach that has been developing gradually in K-12
 
classroom settings. It is hoped that this project gives
 
ESL/EFL teachers some insight to attain functional,
 
understandable, and purposeful English classes.
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APPENDIX A
 
ERVIN'S MODEL
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Ervin's Model for Error Severity
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APPENDIX B
 
THE SAMPLE UNIT
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The UnitPlans
 
Lesson A:Flying to Japan
 
Lesson B:Background ofLincoln
 
Lesson C:Lincoln and the Principal
 
Lesson D:Arriving in Japan
 
Lesson E:Talking with Mr.Ono
 
Lesson F:Welcome,Lincoln!
 
Lesson G:Field Work
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InstructionalPlan A
 
Flying to Japan
 
Level:Eighth gradeEFL students
 
Content Objectives:
 
1. To identify main characters and setting
 
Language Objectives:
 
1. 	To increase vocabulary that relates to the text
 
2. 	To become familiar with the setting ofthe story
 
3. 	To introduce theform ofthe past perfecttense
 
Time:45 minutes
 
Materials:	Focus Sheet A-1,Focus Sheet A-2,Focus Sheet A-3,Work Sheet A-4,
 
Work sheet A-5,and AssessmentSheet A-6
 
Warm-Up: 	 Instructor Avrites new vocabulary(Focus Sheet A-2)on board or
 
overhead
 
Task Cham 1: Increasing vocabulary related to the text
 
1. Instructor distributes Focus Sheet A-1 and reads to students
 
2. Students raise their hands when they hear the new vocabulary from the
 
instructor
 
3. Instructor asks students the meaning ofeach vocabulary word
 
Task Chain!'.Becomingfamiliar with the setting ofthe story
 
1. 	Instructor asks students questionsfrom the reading orally(Focus Sheet
 
A-3)
 
2. 	In groups ofthree,students discuss and fill out Work SheetA-4
 
Task Chain 3'. Introducing theform ofthepastperfecttense
 
1. Students use Work Sheet A-5 to compare past perfect and simple past
 
tenses
 
2. Students identify theform ofthe past perfecttense
 
Assessment: 	Checking comprehension ofthe story
 
1. Students work on Assessment Sheet A-6
 
Criteria 	 12-14:Excellent
 
11-9:Good
 
8-6: Average
 
5-2:Poor
 
1-0: Very Poor
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Focus Sheet A-1
 
Flying to Japan
 
Lincoln Mendoza was startled awaked by a strongjolt and the sound ofhis
 
plastic cup of7Up sliding across the fold-down tray in frontofhim.For asecond he
 
didn'tknow where he was.He felt groggy.Anotherjolt,and he remembered he was
 
thirty-seven thousand feet above the earth,on his way to Japan with his lifelong friend,
 
his blood,his carna/,his neighbor from the hflmo,his number-one man on the
 
basketball floor at Franklin Junior High-Tony Contreras.They were both on ajumbo
 
jetfor the first time.
 
"Please be sure your seatbelts are securely fastehed,"atinny voice said over
 
the loudspeaker.The instructions were repeated in Japanese-^or so Lincoln assumed,
 
because the Japanese passengers began to fumble with their seatbelts.
 
Lincoln nudged Tony.Tony's eyes were half-open,and a ribbon ofdrool was
 
starting to flow from the comer ofhismouth.He sighed and shifted away from
 
Lincoln and up againstthe shoulder ofthe woman nextto him.
 
"Wake up,man.We're almostthere,"Lincoln said."You're drooling."
 
"No,"Tony muttered."The game ain't started yet."
 
"Whatgame?"Lincoln asked,chuckling.
 
Tony was dreaming,gripping a cmshed napkin.His kneejerked,like Lincoln's
 
dog Flaco's legsjerked when he traveled through his doggish dreams.
 
Lincoln let Tony sleep.He drained the soda in his cup,the ice cubes now as
 
small as aspirins. He finished Toney's soda as well and turned to look outthe window.
 
The Pacific Ocean was silver in the glare ofthe late-afternoon sim.In the distance,an
 
island lay in a bluish haze.
 
carna/: blood brother
 
barrio', neighborhood
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Focus Sheet A-i(con't)
 
Flying to Japan
 
Whenthe stewardesscame down the aisle,Lincoln asked her when they would
 
arrive. She smiled,and said it would be another hour.She took the boys'cups.
 
Lincoln sighed and threw his head back into his seat. He had read two books,
 
three battered issues ofSportsIllustrated,and the in-flight magazine,though it was
 
mostly in Japanese.He had played cards and won $1.50from Tony,all in nickels and
 
dimes.He had started a crossword puzzle but given up because it had to do with
 
biology terms,which reminded him ofschool.He had eaten three times and watched a
 
movie that wasfunny but notso funny thathe laughed outloud.And in the boredom
 
earphones.Lincoln had never known that sitting down could be so tiring.
 
He looked outthe window.The island wasnow farther away.The sunlighton
 
the silver water was blinding.Lincoln lowered the shade,tilted his head,and went
 
back to sleep. ^ -V'-v;;,
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Focus SheetA-2
 
VocabularyDevelopment
 
jet
 
-alarge plane
 
fasten your seatbelts
 
- tojoin together the two sides ofa safety belt
 
passenger
 
- someone who is traveling in a car,plane,or boat
 
nudge
 
- to push someone gently,especially with one's elbow
 
drool
 
- the liquid in one's mouth sliding down the chin
 
one's kneejerked
 
- one's knee moved with a quick movement
 
bluish haze
 
- fairly blue fog,caused by dust,smoke,water
 
aisle
 
- along passage betweenrows ofseats
 
stewardess
 
- a woman who is aflight attendant
 
battered
 
- old and slightly damaged
 
(Crowther,1995)
 
(Summers&Gadsby,2000)
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Focus Sheet A-3
 
Reading Comprehension
 
Direction: Answerthe questions provided below^
 
Iv Whatare the characters'names?
 
2. Are they brothers?
 
3. Where were
 
4. Whocame downtheaisle?
 
5. Howlong did they spend in there?
 
6.
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WorksheetA-4
 
Plane Trip
 
Direction:Imagine you are going to take ajumbojet. Listthe things you can do to
 
make a plane trip more comfortahle.
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WorkSheet A-5
 
Flying to Japan
 
Direction:Look atthose sentences from the reading. 1)identify the commonform in
 
those sentences,and 2)guessthe function.
 
He had read two books,three battered issues ofSportsIllustrated,and in-flight
 
magazine...
 
He had played cards and won$1.50from Tony,...
 
He had started a crossword puzzle but given up ...
 
He had eaten three times...
 
... he had even listened to the classical-music station on his earphones.
 
Lincoln had never knownthat sitting down could be so tiring.
 
Hint: Compare those sentences with sentences below.
 
He read two books,three battered issues ofSportIllustrated,and ..
 
He ate three times...
 
Lincoln never knew that sitting down could be so tiring.
 
Thecommonform is
 
Thefunction ofthisform is
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Assessmeiit Sheet A-6
 
FlyingtoJapan
 
Circle True or!
 
A Lincoln wason his way to Japan.
 
True False
 
B Lincoln and Tony were on the airplane.
 
True False
 
Tonytalked with the flight attendant.
 
True False
 
D The flight made Lincoln bored.
 
True False
 
Lincoln had acrossword puzzle but given up.
 
Lincdlnhad to the classical-music,
 
Lincoln had two books.
 
Lincoln had _ cards and won$1.50from Tony,
 
Lincoln had three times.
 
played started listened do
 
start read eaten
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InstructionalPlan B
 
Background ofLincoln
 
Level:Eighth grade EFL students
 
Content Objeetives:
 
1. To get background information ofthe main character
 
2. To understand shorinji kempofrom the text
 
Language Objectives:
 
1. To understand the function ofpast perfecttense
 
2. To describe the main character in the reading
 
Time:45 minutes
 
Materials:A uniform ofgiin a box,Focus Sheet B-1,Work SheetB-2,Focus Sheet
 
B-3,Focus Sheet B-4,Work SheetB-5,and AssessmentSheetB-6
 
Warm-Up: 	 Instructor asks students whatkind ofthings they think Lincoln likes,
 
and some voluntary students touch giin the box and guess whatit is
 
Task Chain 1: 	Understanding thefunction ofthepastperfect tense
 
1. Students read aloud Focus SheetB-1 in pairs
 
2. In pairs,students work on Work SheetB-2for vocabulary matching
 
and past perfect
 
3. Using Focus Sheet B-3,the instructor explains the function ofthe past
 
perfecttense
 
Task Chain 2: Describing the main character
 
1. Students give the instructor some words ofshorinji kempofrom the
 
reading
 
2. Instructor asks ifstudents have learned shorinji kempo before
 
3. Instructor explains its origin using Focus SheetB-4and gi
 
4. Students fill outthe blanks on Work SheetB-5
 
5. In pairs,students interview each other using Work SheetB-5
 
6. Some voluntary pairs demonstrate the interview using Work SheetB-5
 
Assessment: Checking verb-form in thepastperfecttense
 
1. Students interview each other in pairs and write down the information
 
in Assessment SheetB-7
 
Criteria 	 14-15:Excellent
 
13-10:Good
 
9-7: Average
 
6-3:Poor
 
2-0: Very Poor
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Focus SheetB-1
 
BackgroundofLincoln
 
Before the end ofhis seventh-grade year,Lincoln and his mother had moved
 
from Sycamore,asuburb that blazed with the boredom oftelevision and weekend
 
barbecues with his mother's yuppie friends.He had left Columbus Junior High and
 
returned to Franklin in San Francisco.He liked that.He had been retmited with Tony,
 
his friend from childhood,the friend who had kicked Lincoln's baby teeth out~or so
 
the story went,a story that wasrehashed by thefamilies every Christmas.
 
Lincoln and his mother settled in Noe Valley near the Mission District, where
 
Lincoln had spent his first twelve years.They were in the city,butawayfrom the
 
rumbles,break-ins,graffitied walls,loud barroom music,c/io/oy in wino shoes,
 
veteranos with tattooed arms and pinkish scars,and the scuttling litter ofMission and
 
Twenty-fourth.They settled in atwo-bedroom apartment offDolores Street. His
 
mother was happy because there was a small backyard where shecould work the earth
 
into neatrowsofpetunias,daffodils,and tulips. And she almostjumped up and dovm
 
with excitement when a single tomato planttook root and reached pathetically
 
skyward for its circle ofsunshine.
 
Before they moved back Lincoln had grown moody.He loathed the suburbs.
 
He had even given up doing his homework.Instead,he played his Hammer cassettes
 
with the volume boosted so high thatthe walls ofhis house shook and neighbors
 
complained.He had gotten into fights at school,some he'd won and others-

particularly the one against Meathead Bukowski—he'd lost.
 
cholos:gang member
 
veteranos'. war veterans
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Focus SheetiB-l(con't)
 
BackgroundofLincoln
 
After Lincoln and Kis mom moved back to San Francisco in January,he began
 
to study shorinji kempo,aJapanese martial art, atthe SotoZen Center He had
 
discovered the center one Saturday after he and Tony, brothers in red sneakers,
 
goton the wrong bus and ended up in Japantown.
 
They kicked around for a while,looking atthe vases,lacquer boxes,and pearls
 
in store windows.They boughta box ofpopcorn and watched girls. They stood among
 
asmall cluster ofonlookers watching a second'-rate magician yank scarvesfrom his
 
sleeve. They watched the cops haulthe magician away~a public nuisance because he
 
was pulling down bucksfrom the crowd.
 
While walking up Pine Street,they heard grunting sounds They looked up and
 
saw a blood red sign:two combatants and the wordsShorinji Kempo.Theyfollowed
 
the grunts and yells down a hallway and were surprised to come to aroom ftill of
 
people workmg outin white unifonns.
 
The a large,barrel-chested Japanese man whoseface shone with sweat,
 
welcomed them by pointing to arow offolding chairs along the wall. Their hands
 
squeezes into fists,Lincoln and Tony sat and watched,excited by the kicks,punches,
 
and obviously painftil pins and throws.The next weekthey weretaking classes.
 
Tony quit after two months,but Lincoln stayed,advancing to sankyu-hrorni
 
belt —in six months.Shorinji didn't have lots ofcolored belts. A student went
 
from white to brown,with no rainbow stops in between.The school didn't go to
 
tournaments^ believing that martial art wasto be used in a wicked chance meeting in
 
the streets,notasagamefor spectators.
 
Back with his friends at Franklih Junior High,Liriobln improved his grades
 
from C'sto A's.Heturned dpwnthe Volume ofhis stereo and did the dishes whenever
 
his mother asked.
 
He was happy.Flis dog,Flaco,was happy.His mother was happy and even
 
thinking ofmarrying her bdyfriend,Roy,a guy with bum knees buta good heart.
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 WorkSheetB-2
 
BackgroundofLincoln
 
1. Match words and meaning.
 
suburb 	■ . ■ combatant loathe 
grunt yell 	 martial art
 
A. to shout
 
B. someone who fights in a war
 
C a skill used for self-defense and military attack
 
D. to make a short deep sound from the throat
 
E. to hate someone or something
 
F. an area awayfrom the center ofa city
 
2. 	 Write down sentences that contain the past perfect tense.How many sentenees
 
can you findfrom the reading?
 
3. Look atthe sentence below.Which action occurred first,A orB?Discuss the
 
function ofthe past perfecttense with your partner.
 
Lincoln and his mother settled in Noe Valley,
 
"a
 
where Lincoln had spent his firsttwelve years.
 
B
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Focus SheetB-3
 
ThePastPerfect Tense
 
Lincoln moved from Sycamore 
I 
Had (not) grown moody 
You won fight 
He discovered the store 
Past perfect consists of"had"plus the past participle. It is used for action completed
 
before a certain pointin the past.
 
EX:Before they moved back Lincoln had Rrown moody.
 
Review theforms ofverbs.
 
Present Past Past Participle
 
get got gotten
 
grow grew grown
 
leave spent left
 
spend left spent
 
win won won
 
Ill
 
Focus SheetB-4
 
History ofShorinjiKempo
 
Shorinji Kempo is a Japanese Martial Artfounded by Doshin So after the
 
Second World War.Shorinji Kempo trains both mentally and physically,promoting
 
the learning and understanding ofourselves and others.Doshin So worked and studied
 
in China,and when he returned to live in Japan,he established his own school based
 
on the techniques he had learned there. Broadly speaking,it can be described as a
 
mixture ofKarate,Aikido and Judo, with the main emphasis based on defense and
 
evasion. Shorinji Kempo also teaches thatthe body and the mind are inseparable,and
 
thatthe two entities should be trained by the practice ofKempo and Zen meditation,in
 
a sitting(Za-zen)position.In this way the individual may be able to preserve his or her
 
own integrity and so be useful to the world. Shorinji Kempo is now found in 27
 
countries around the world.
 
(Brisbane Shorinji Kempo,2000)
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WorkSheetB-5
 
InterviewingLincoln
 
1. Fill outthe missing information.
 
■ Answer „ ' . 
Where did youlive?	 1 had lived in
 
and moved back to .
 
When did you move back to San 1 moved back to San Francisco in
 
Francisco?
 
Before you moyed back,whathad 1 had up my homework and had
 
you done? into fights at school.
 
Whatdid you begin to study? I began to study 
Whatdid you wearfor the Martial I wore . 
Arts? 
Did youimprove your grades at
 
school after you had moved?
 
In pairs,assume the roles ofInterviewer and Lincoln.Interviewer asks Lincoln
 
the questions and examine whether he is the real Lincoln or not. Take turns.
 
Only the real Lincoln can answer all questions!
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Assessment SheetB-6
 
BackgroundofLincoln
 
1. 	 Identify whether the underlined verbs are used correctly or not. Cross out
 
incorrect verbs and write correctforms.(10)
 
Before they moved back Lincoln had grow moody.He loathed the
 
suburbs.He had even given tip doing his homework.Instead,he played his
 
Hammer cassettes with the volume boosted so high thatthe walls ofhis house
 
shook and neighbors complained.He had gotten into fights atschool,some
 
he'd win and others—particularly the one against Meathead Bukowski—he'd
 
lost.
 
2. 	 Whatis Checkthe boxes.(5)
 
□	 People wear brownuniforms 
□	 It was started from Japan 
□	 This is for self-defense 
□	 It has many kinds ofbelts 
□	 It involves meditation 
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InstructionalPlan C
 
Lincoln and the Principal
 
Level:Eighth grade EFL students
 
Content Objectives:
 
1. To identify the reasonsfor flying to Japan and how the main
 
character's feelings were changed
 
Language Objectives:
 
1. To increase vocabulary with sociolinguistic perspective
 
2. To practice the past perfecttense with passive voice
 
3. To describe what Japan is famousfor
 
Time:45 minutes
 
Materials:	Focus Sheet C-1,Work Sheet C-2,Work Sheet C-3,Work SheetC-4,and
 
Assessment Sheet C-5
 
Warm-Up: Instructor ask students how they would feel ifa principal wanted to talk
 
to them
 
Task Chain Increasing vocabulary with sdciolinguisticperspective
 
1. In groups ofthree,students read aloud Focus Sheet C-1 by taking turns
 
2. In the same groups,students match vocabulary and meaning on Work
 
SheetC-2
 
3. Instructor asks students how the principal talked to Lincoln and Tony
 
pointing outthe use of"busted"and"crummy"
 
Task Cham.2\ Practicing thepastperfecttense with passive voice
 
1. In the same groups,students find sentences containing the past perfect
 
tense and underline them
 
2. Instructor explains the sentence containing the past perfecttense with
 
passivevoice
 
3. Students work on Work SheetC-3 in the same groups
 
TaskCham3: Describing whatJapan isfamousfor
 
1. Instructor asks students whatLincoln thoughtofJapan
 
2. Students write whatthey think ofJapan individually(Work Sheet C-4)
 
3. Students share answersin the groups and with the class
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Assessment: Checkinglanguage understanding
 
1. Sindentst^e AssessmentSheetC-

Criteria 9:Excellent 
8-7:Good 
6-4: Average 
■ ' 3-2:,Poor' 
1-0: VeryPoor 
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^FocusSbeetC-1 ; .
 
Lincoln andthe Principal
 
One day at sch66l while Lincoln was in rnetal shop welding tWp pieces ofpipe
 
together,the teacher,Mr.Parish,his mouth full ofhalf-chomped sandwich,called, '
 
"Mendoza.Mr.Ayala wantsto sec you."
 
Mr.Ayala wasthe principal,an ex-cop who had worked the Haight-Ashbury
 
during San Francisco's hippie days.He wastough,and proud ofthe ridged knife scar
 
on his forearm.Few boys talked back to him,butwhen one did,Mr.Ayala would push
 
him againstthe wall,a huge hand around the boy's skimiy neck,and hiss,"Wise guy,
 
huh?"
 
Lincoln was baffled by the summons.He dipped the pipe into atrough ofgray
 
water,sending up a cloud ofmetallic steam that stung his nose.Hetook offhis apron
 
and washed his hands,wondering whathe had done wrong.
 
Ashe walked across the lawn to Principal Ayala's office,he searched his mind
 
for a clue to his fall from grace.He was certain his record was clean.Then he stopped
 
in his tracks as he recalled that yesterday at break he and Tony had gotten an armful of
 
empty milk cartons and hurled them one by one atthe mouth ofa garbage can.They
 
hadjoked and played;and when the bell sounded,the milk cartons were left on the
 
ground,oozing white dribbles ofmilk. What wasthe big deal? Lincoln thought.But,
 
feeling guilty,he gathered pieces oflitter~gum wrappers,Popsicle sticks,paper cups,
 
and crushed milk cartons—as he made his way to the office.
 
Butthe smiling,pencil-tapping Mr.Ayala sat Lincoln down and told him that
 
he wasn'tin trouble.
 
"Whatdo youthink of.lapan?"the principal asked.It was still morning,but his
 
face showed the traces ofa five o'clock shadow.1lis tie was loose,and the cuffs ofhis
 
shirt were rolled up.His scar was pink in the nloming light. / ^
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Focus Sheet C-1(con't)
 
Lincoln andthe Principal
 
"It's far away."Lincoln responded doubtfully."They make good ears."
 
"Wise guy,huh?"Mr.Ayala said,smirking.He explained thata school district
 
in Japan waslooking for exchange students for the summer.The student would not
 
have to goto school;he wouldjust stay with afamily.The principal had thoughtof
 
Lincoln because he knew he wastaking"some kind ofkarate."
 
Lincoln was curious.His mindformed animage ofa dojo and asensei sitting
 
in meditation before a bowl ofincense.He pictured snowcapped mountains and cherry
 
blossoms parachuting from black branches.He pictured himselfas a boy warrior in a
 
white gi stained with the blood ofenemies.
 
"You meanI could go to Japan? Me?"Lincoln asked.
 
■'Yes, you. You'll be an exchange student. Youknow, a goodwill gesture," Mr. 
Ayala remarked. He bent a paper clip. 
Just then Tony walked into the office looking guilty and smelling of hair oil. 
Tony seemed to be about to confess to doing something wrong when Lincoln 
whispered, "Cd//ate. You ain't in trouble." 
The principal laughed. "Youthink you're busted, huh Tony?" Mr. Ayala said 
as he pointed Tony to a chair. "And what do you think of Japan?" 
Tony rubbed his chin. "They make good cars,Iguess." His eyes were shining. 
"AmIright?" 
"Another wise guy, huh?" Mr. Ayala said, smiling so the lines on his face 
deepened. He told Tony about the student-exchange program. He said that he was 
nominating them because they had shown an interest in Japan by taking martial arts. 
Cdllate: be quiet 
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Focus Sheet C-1(con't)
 
Lincoln and the Principal
 
"Your grades are crummy,"Mr.Ayala said as he opened the folder that held
 
Tony's school records."Butitcould do you good to see another coimtry.I want you to
 
make us proud.^Entiendes?"
 
Lincoln and Tony nodded.
 
"I'll talk with your parents," Mr.Ayala said.Hethrew the paper clip atthe
 
wastebasket.He missed by afoot,easy."There will be costs involved. Six hundred
 
dollars for airfare."
 
"Six himdred?"they both said.
 
"Don't worry.ThePTA will pay for half. Youtwo better gocutsome lawns,"
 
Lincoln and Tony left the office bewildered.They had seldom been invited
 
anj^here,and now they were being invited to Japan.
 
"ButI quit Tony said.
 
"He doesn'tknow that. Don'tsay anything."
 
Lincoln punched Tony in the arm and returned to metal shop,wondering how
 
he and Tony were going to getthe rnoney for airfare when sometimes it was difficult
 
to get bus fare. That wasthe only drawback.Too bad it wassuch a big one.Maybe his
 
mother would give him some ofher savings.He would have to treat her nice for the
 
rest ofthe century,ifnot longer.
 
Thatnight Lincoln told his mother aboutthe student-exchange program,"Bht
 
ifs going to cost us at least three hundred for airfare,"he added.
 
lEntiendes?-.Do you understand?
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Focus Sheet C-1(con't)
 
Lincoln andthe Principal
 
Lincoln's mother was happy for her son. When she was his age,fourteen,she
 
had wanted to go to France as an exchange student,but herfamily hadn't had the
 
money to send her.
 
"Money grows on trees,"she said,eyes twinkling."You're going,mzyo."
 
Lincoln knew whatthat meant.In her bedroom his mother had himg the key to
 
their safe on the limb ofaficus plant. When the time came,she would snatch thatkey
 
offthe limb and open the safe.
 
AtTony's house,the family's savings were keptin the refrigerator,smashed in
 
the back ofthe freezer compartmentbetween a package offrozen peas and aone-eyed
 
salmon that Tony's uncle had caughtin Alaska.
 
Both boys would go to Japan with wads ofspending money,because both
 
mothers knew how to save and save,even rainy days.
 
(Soto,1992)
 
mijo:my son
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WorkSheet C-2
 
Vocabulary Development
 
Direction: Choose meaning ofthe iinderlined words from the box and write down the
 
letter corresponding to each word.
 
Lincoln was curious.
 
Tony walked into the office looking guilty.
 
Tony seemed to be aboutto confess to doing something wrong.
 
A school district in Japan waslooking for exchange studentsfor the summer.
 
Youthink you're busted.
 
Your grades are crummy.
 
Lincoln and Tony left the office bewildered.
 
They had seldom been invited anywhere.
 
That wasthe only drawback.
 
A. an arrangementin which a students,teacher etc. visits another coimtry to work or
 
study
 
B. to admit something,especially guiltfor something bad
 
C. {informal)arrested
 
D. very rarely
 
E. something thatcan cause trouble
 
F. wanting to know
 
G. very confused and not sure whatto do or think
 
H. {informal)bad or unpleasant
 
I. ashamed and sad because she/he has done something that she/he knows is wrong
 
(Rideout,2000)
 
(Summers&Gadsby,2000)
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WorksheetC-3
 
The"had T been+past participle" meansthe past perfecttense with passive voice.
 
Look atthe following chart.
 
Lincoln and Tony invited
 
The center had (not) been discovered by Lincohi
 
Tony scolded by Lincoln
 
The procedure ofmaking passive voice is shown as following:
 
Ex:	Tonv's uncle had caughtasalmon.
 
A salmon had been caughtby Tony's uncle.
 
Direction: fill Outthe blanks to completesentences with passive voice.
 
1. 	 Lincoln had read two books.
 
Two books
 
2. 	 Lincoln and Tony had played cards.
 
Cards 	 ;
 
3. 	 Lincoln and Tony had gotten an armful ofemptymilk cartons.
 
An armful ofemptymilk cartons
 
4. 	 Lincoln's mother had hxmg the key onthe limb ofa plant.
 
The key on thelimb ofa plant
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WorkSheet C-4
 
Images ofJapan
 
Direction: When Lincoln thoughtofJapan,whatimages eame out? Write his images
 
ofJapan below.Then,write down your imagesofJapan and compare the answer.
 
Lineoln's images ofJapan YourimagesofJapan
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AssessmentSheet C-5
 
Lincoln and the Principal
 
1. 	 Thefollowing are the principal's words.
 
"Youthink you're busted,huh Tony?""Your grades are crununy."
 
How did the Principal talk to Lincoln and Tony? Circle two ofthem.(2)
 
formally informally
 
friendly unfriendly
 
2. 	 Look atthe sentence below.(3)
 
Lincoln and Tony had seldom been invited anywhere.
 
A.) Is this sentence active or passive?
 
B.) 	Write theform ofthe past perfecttense.
 
C.) Circle the meaning of"seldom"from below.
 
never very rarely sometimes always
 
3. 	 Change the voice and complete the sentences.(4)
 
A) 	Lincoln and Tony had gotten an armful ofempty milk cartons.
 
An armful ofempty milk cartons
 
B) 	Lincoln's mother had hung the key on the limb ofa plant.
 
The key on the limb ofa plant '
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InstructionalPlanD
 
Arriving in Japan
 
Level:Eighth grade EFL students
 
Content Objectives:
 
1. Tounderstandwhatthe eharactersdidafter they arrived in Japan
 
2. To projecthow students would feel ifthey were the characters
 
Language Objectives:
 
1. To understand shifts in the ways characters talk
 
2. Tomaster use ofthe pastperfecttense
 
Time:45 minutes
 
Materials:	Focus SheetD-1,Focus SheetD-2,Work SheetD-3,Focus SheetD-4,
 
Work SheetD-5,and AssessmentSheetD-6
 
Warm-Up: 	 Instructor asks students why Lincoln and Tony were on the airplane.
 
Students answer orally.
 
Task Chain 1: 	Understanding shifts ofthe ways characters talk
 
1. In groups ofthree,students read aloud the text(Focus SheetD-1)
 
taking turns
 
2. Instructor explains major vocabulary(Focus SheetD-2)
 
3. Students work on Work SheetD-3in the same groups
 
4. Each group presents their answer orally in frontofthe class
 
Task Chain!: Mastering thepastperfecttense
 
1. Instructor gives students questions(on Focus SheetD-4)orally,and
 
students write the answer on Work SheetD-5
 
2. In pairs,students exchange their work sheets and correctthem whenthe
 
instructor givesthem the answer orally
 
Assessment: Checking content understanding
 
L Students work on Assessment SheetP-6
 
Criteria 	 11:Excellent
 
10-8:Good
 
7-5: Average
 
4-3:Poor
 
2-0: VeryPoor
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Focus SheetD-1
 
Arriving in Japan
 
Thejet dipped,and its enginesrumbled as its speed slowed.Lincoln woke to
 
see Tony looking at him.
 
"You got moco in your eyes,"Tony told him,rubbing his own eyes.
 
Lincoln wiped his eyes and yawned with a hand over his mouth.
 
"Whattime is it?"Lincoln asked.'T feel lousy."
 
'T don'tknow,bro'. Seem like we were bom on thisjet. Is Japan near the
 
moon?"
 
The Fasten Seatbelts sign lit up and the stewardess came down the aisle,
 
speaking in Japanese,then English,collecting empty cups and glasses.
 
"She forgot us Spanish-speaking gente,"Tony quipped."'Senorita, miamigo es
 
muyfeoy un tonto tambien."
 
The woman smiled,he eyes crinkling into triangles."No,chavalo,su amigo es
 
lindoy listo."
 
Lincoln and Tony looked at each other,big-eyed with surprise.
 
"Fresh! She knows Spanish!"they said. They laughed and looked outthe
 
window,where aflower oflights from Tokyo glowed againstthe night sky.Soon they
 
could distinguish buildings,and large freighters docked in the harbor.Thejet slowly
 
descended through wispy clouds.They could make out houses,hills,factories,a
 
bridge,and a river oflights-^—cars on afreeway.They could see atrain and,asthey
 
dropped lower,a Japanese sign advertising Coca-Cola.
 
moco:mucus
 
gente: people
 
senorita, miamigo es muyfeoy un tonto tambien:
 
lady,my friend is very ugly and afool,also
 
no, chavalo,su amigo eslindoylisto:
 
no,boy,your friend is handsome and smart
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Focus SheetD-1(eon't)
 
Arriving in Japan
 
Asthejetlanded,the passengers sighed,and some clapped.It had been along
 
journey—almostnine hours ofstale air,cramped seats,and magazines read and reread.
 
They wentthrough customs,and the white-gloved officers searched handbags
 
and carry-ons.Passports were brought out. Tonyjoked about being caught and frisked
 
by/a migra.He keptjoking until Lincoln told him to shut up.
 
"Can't you think ofanything else to say?"Lincoln scolded.
 
"Yeah,whatam I doing here?I don'ttake martial arts. You're the dude.I
 
coulda been workin'at my uncle Rudy's restaurant and makin'money instead of
 
spendin'it."
 
"Who wantsto work?You got your whole life to do that."
 
"Yeah,you're right," Tony agreed.
 
They wentthrough customs without a hitch. Asthey walked up aramp to meet
 
their hostfamilies,Lincoln hoped that he and Tony would see each other soon.
 
Back in California,they had taken a week oforientation classes with other
 
young people going to Japan through the same exchange program.Now they were on
 
their own.They were the only students staying in Atami,a smallfarming village three
 
hours outside Tokyo.Lincoln was with the Ono family,^d Tony would be with the
 
Inabafamily.Bothlived on tiny one-aere farms,Lincoln knew that his sponsor
 
worked for the railroad,that his wife took care oftheir smallfarm,and thatthey had a
 
son near in his age.Helooked forward to his daysin Japan.He wanted to study
 
kempo,and to leam speak some Japanese.He had six weeksto do it.
 
"This is weird,"Lincoln heard Toney say as he wasswallowed up by a cluster of
 
people.The whole Inabafamily—-father,mother,and son—smiled,bowed over and
 
over,and welcomed Tony with little gifts wrapped in beautifully designed paper.
 
(Soto,1992)
 
la migra:immigration authorities
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Focus SheetI)-2
 
VocabularyDevelopment
 
moco(mucus)
 
-aliquid produced by parts ofyour body
 
lousy \
 
-{informal)very bad
 
EX:I feel lousy.
 
hitch
 
-asmall problem that causes a delay
 
EX:The performance wentoffwithouta hitch.
 
customs
 
-the place where passengers' bags are checked for illegal goods when they go
 
into a country
 
la migra(immigration authorities)
 
-the place in an airport where officials check passengers' documents,such as
 
passport
 
bow
 
-to bend one's head and upper body
 
EX:The students bowed to their teacher. ­
(Kihara&Fukumura,1994)
 
(Summers&Gadsby,2000)
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WorkSheetD-3
 
Shiftingthe WaysofTalking
 
Answerthe following questions.
 
1. 	 Whatlanguage do Lincoln and Tony speak besides English? Whatare moco,
 
gente,and la migral
 
2. 	 Why were Lincoln and Tony surprised when the stewardess replied to them?
 
3. 	 Did Lincoln and Tony talk formally Or informally? Give examples.
 
4. 	 When do you talk informally?
 
Hint:The pronunciation of"coulda,""workin',""makin',"and"spendin"'are very
 
informal.
 
"I coulda been workin'at my uncle Rudy's restaurant and makin'money instead of
 
spendin'it."
 
-"I could have been working at my uncle Rudy's restaurant and making money
 
instead ofspending it," ' ­
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Focus SheetD-4
 
Reading Comprehension
 
1. 	 "Lincoln wiped his eyes and yawned with a hand over his mouth."Whatdoes
 
yawn mean?
 
2. 	 Did Lincoln and Tony arrive in Japan?
 
3. 	 Had it been alongjoumey?
 
4. 	 Whatkind ofclasses had Lincoln and Tony taken in California?
 
5. 	 Who was Lincoln's hostfamily?
 
6. 	 Whatdid Lincoln wanttodo in Japan?
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WorkSheetD-5
 
Reading Comprehension
 
1. Yawn means
 
2. Yes No (Circle one)
 
3. Yes No
 
4. They ■ ' 
5. ^ ^
 
6. He wanted to
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AssessmentSheetD-6
 
Arriving in Japan
 
Putthese in order that corresponds to the reading.(5)
 
A. Lincoln and Tony were surprised because the flight attendantknew
 
Spanish
 
B. 	Lincoln and Tony had taken orientation classes
 
C. 	The airplane landed
 
D. 	Lincoln and Tony mettheir hostfamilies
 
E. 	Lincoln and Tony wentthrough customs
 
2. Answerthe following questions.(6)
 
A. 	Whatlanguage do Lincoln and Tony speak?
 
B. 	The conversation between Lincoln and Tony showsthat their relationship
 
is...(Circle one)
 
pretty close not close
 
C. 	Whatis the action ofbending one's head and upper body?
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InstructionalPlan E
 
Talking with Mr.One
 
Level:Eighth gradeEFL students
 
Content Objectives:
 
1. 	To understand the plot
 
2. To share cultural differences in greeting
 
Language Objectives:
 
1. 	To describe whatthe characters did
 
2. 	To learntwo nonverbal communicative strategies through the 
reading ;;v ■ 
Time:45 minutes
 
Materials:Focus SheetE-1,Focus SheetE-2,Work SheetE-3,Work SheetE-4,and
 
, Assessment SheetE-5
 
Warm-Up: 	 Instructor reviewsthe story.Two voluntary students role-play meeting
 
with a hostfamily in the United States
 
liescrihingwhatihe chdm
 
1. Students read Focus Sheet E-1 silently
 
2. Selected students read the text aloud
 
3. Instructor explains new vocabulary using Focus Sheet E-2
 
4. Instructor divides students into two and forms group ofthree in the two
 
groups
 
5. On Work SheetE-3,halfofthe groups discuss and write whatLincoln
 
did,and the Other halfthe groups work on what Mr.Ono did
 
6. The first groups and the second groups share their answers
 
Task Chain 2:Xearnmgfwo nonverbalcommunicativestrategies through the reading
 
1. Students and the instructor discuss description ofMr.Ono and
 
communicative strategies
 
2. Students fill out Work SheetE-4
 
AssQssmQxA'. 	Writing an essay
 
1. Using Assessment SheetE-5,students write an essay based on the work
 
ofWork Sheet E-3.
 
2. Students hand in Assessment SheetE-5 and Work SheetE-3 to the
 
instructor. Use Standardsfor Writing Assessmentto grade.
 
Criteria 5:Excellent
 
4:Good
 
3:Average
 
2:Poor
 
1: Very Poor
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Focus SheetE-1
 
Talking with Mr. Ono
 
Mr.Ono bowed and asked,"Mr.Lincoln Mendoza?"
 
Lincoln stood before a small man with watery eyes. His dignified face was
 
lined and dark.It bespoke the long haul ofproviding for afamily.Lincoln bowed a
 
little more deeply than his sponsor."Yes,I'm Lincoln Mendoza. Thanks for having
 
me."
 
"Good,"Mr.Ono remarked.He pumped Lincoln's outstretched hand,and
 
Lincoln could feel the power ofa working man's grip.
 
Shouldering his flight bag,Lincoln turned and saw Tony giving a raza-style
 
handshake to Mr.Inaba.Tony waslaughing,and his sponsor wassmiling and asking
 
to see the handshake again.
 
"/Ora/e, Tony screamed."You got it down!"
 
Nine thousand milesfrom home,thoughtLincoln,and Tony's acting like a
 
regular vato.Lincoln called,"See yaintown,"and Tony,playing up the homeboy
 
image,raised a clenched fist and shouted,"/F/va la Raza!"
 
Lincoln hurried alongside Mr.Ono.They walked briskly,sliding between the
 
rush oftravelers racing to catch their flights.
 
They gathered the luggage,and only in the car did Mr.Ono say in near-perfect
 
English."Myfamily is waiting at hoirie." Lincoln's headjerked asthe car shifted into
 
second,then third,rumbling from a bad muffler.
 
raza:Latino people
 
/(9ra/e, PapzV: allright.Dad!
 
vato', dude
 
/Viva la i?aza.': Hurrayfor the Mexican people!
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Focus SheetE-l(coii't)
 
Talking withMr. Ono
 
Lincoln watched Tokyo unfold from the freeway.The evening skyline was
 
bright with neon and skyscrapers. Street-long oil tankers lay docked in the harbor,
 
where the moonlightfailed to shimmer on the dark water.A tall radio antenna stood
 
on a hill,a stalk ofred lights blinking slowly.
 
Lincoln thoughtTokyo resembles San Francisco,where houses stopd against
 
the backdrop ofthe bay.
 
The billboards on the side ofthe freeway advertised in Kanji,Japanese writing,
 
with now and then an English words like"shampoo"or"luxury."He couldn't
 
understand the kanji butcould easily understand thatthey were announcing cars,
 
cigarettes,beer,and liquor—^the same products as in the United States.
 
The drivers werejust as crazy as in San Francisco,butthe hOnking cars seemed
 
quieter,less obnoxious.The traffic was stop-and-go until they reached afour-lane
 
highway that would take them outofthe city.
 
"Tokyo's like America,"Lincoln said,smiling and trying to make
 
conversation."You know,we even have our own Cherry Blossom Festival.In San
 
Francisco."
 
"Yes,"Mr.Ono said,braking so hard that Lincoln had to hold on to the
 
dashboard."Yes,yes."A car was stalled in the left lane. Mr.Ono wiggled his steering
 
wheel as he maneuvered dangerously into the nextlane.
 
"I'm from San Francisco,"Lincoln continued."We're right on a bay like
 
Tokyo."
 
"Yes,but America is very large," Mr.Ono said as he swerved back into the left
 
lane,his eyes looking in the mirror."It is hig as the sky."A car honked atthem,but
 
Mr.Ono ignored it.
 
Big asthe sky,Lincoln thought.He didn'tknow how to respond.Heturned his
 
attention to the harbor and its huge freighters weighed down with exports.Lincoln
 
thoughtofhis mother's car,a Maxima made in Japan,and how it wasclosing in on a
 
hundred thousand miles withouta breakdown.It was dented on one side,and the back
 
window was cracked from when Tony accidentally slammed it with a bat.
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Focus SheetE-1(eon't)
 
Talking with Mr. Ono
 
The muggy air made Lincoln feel lousy.Sweat blotched his underarms and
 
pasted his shirtto his skin.It was July,one Ofthe hottesttimesin Tokyo,and the
 
cementand asphalt still blazed from the punishing daytime sun.Lincoln looked ata
 
Coca-Cola sign and ran his tongue over his lips,thirsting for one precious swallow.
 
Mr.Ono noticed;he reached into the backseatand pulled a bottle from a bag.
 
"'Ramune.It's good.Can you say?"
 
Lincolntook the bottle and turned it over."Ramune,he said under his breath.
 
Mr.Ono opened the bottle by pushing down on the top,dislodging a marble
 
stopper.Lincolntook along,serious swallow,which cleared his throat and made him
 
feel good.He looked atthe characters onthe label butcouldn'tfigure outifthe drink
 
wassoda orjuice.
 
"Whatis it again?"
 
"Ramune.It's good for you,Lincoln-kun."
 
Lincoln shrugged his shoulders,drank until the bottle was empty,and placed
 
the bottle in the backseat."That was good."He beamed."Thanks."
 
Soon the city gave way to a patchwork ofsmallfarms rippling with stalks of
 
rice lit by the July moonlight.Asthe car picked up speed,the fender rattled. Lincoln
 
had noticed when they gotin the car thatthe fender was old and buckled.He had seen
 
that Mr.Ono was dressed plainly and that his hands were as rough asthe hands of
 
Lincoln's uncle Ray,aradiator man.He had imagined thateveryone in Japan was
 
doing well,living offthe riches ofhigh-tech computers and first-rate cars. Buthe had
 
been wrong.
 
(Soto,1992)
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Focus SheetE-2
 
VocabularyDevelopment
 
His dignified face waslined and dark.
 
- calm,serious,proud,and making people feel respect
 
He pumped Lincoln's outstretch hand.
 
- move vigorously up and down
 
They walked briskly.
 
- quickly and energetically
 
Tokyo resembles San Francisco.
 
-to look alike
 
The honking cars seemed quieter,less obnoxious.
 
- extremely unpleasant or rude
 
Mr.Ono wiggled his steering wheel.
 
Lincoln shrugged his shoulders.
 
- to lift the shoulders upward as a sign ofnotcaring or notknowing
 
"That was good."He beamed.
 
- to smile or look atsomeone in a very happy way
 
Asthe car picked up speed,the fender rattled.
 
-the part ofa car that covers the wheels
 
re
 
(Rideout,2000)
 
(Summers&Gadsby,2000)
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 :Work:SheetE-3:;'::^
 
UnderstandingPlot
 
Direction: Write whatLincoln and Mr.Ono didin the following settings.
 
Lincoln Mr.Ono
 
2
 
Atthe airport
 
3 3
 
4 4
 
1 ^■L , 
':2:2 
In the car 
3 
4 4 '11'. 
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WorkSheetE-4
 
Talking with Mr. Ono
 
Circle correct wordsthat correspond the explanation ofMr.Onofrom the
 
reading.
 
A. He wasa(hig/small)man.
 
B. His dignified face was(light/dark).
 
C. He was dressed(nicely/plainly).
 
D. His hands(were/were not)rough.
 
E. He had(stubhle/scar)on his chin.
 
F. Helooked(energetic/tired).
 
Have you noticed that Lincoln and Mr.Ono howed and shook harids? Whatdo
 
these actionsimply? Fill outthe tahle below.
 
Which culture Formal/informal
 
how
 
handshake
 
In informal situation,how do we usually greet people?
 
Ifyou were Lincoln,how would you greet Mr.Ono?Explain.
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AssessmentSheetE-5
 
Talking with Mr. Ono
 
Direction: Whatdid Lincoln and Mr.Ono do atthe airport? Whathappened to them in
 
Mr.Ono's car? Write an essay based on the information on Work SheetE-3.
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AssessmentSheetE-5(cOn^^
 
StandardsforWritingAssessment
 
Score " yV'-;,'! ■ Standards
 
Conveys meamng clearly^nd effectively
 
- Presents multi-paragraph organization logically
 
-llses varied and yivid vocabulary consistently
 
- Writes with few grammatical/mechanical errors
 
- Conveys meting clearly
 
- Presents multi-paragraph organization
 
- Uses varied and vivid vocabulary appropriately
 
- Writes withfew gtammatical/mechanical errors seldom
 
diminish meaning
 
- Expresses ideas coherently mostofthe time
 
- Developsalogical paragraph
 
- Chooses vocabulary that is adequate to purpose
 
- Writes with grammatical/mechanical errors that sometimes
 
diminish meaning
 
- Attemptsto express ideas coherently
 
- Writes primarily simple sentences
 
- Uses high frequency words;may have difficulty with word
 ■ ,'2 
order;omits endings or words
 
- Writes with grammatical/mechanical errors thatoften
 
diminish meaning
 
- Beginsto convey meaning
 
- Writes simple sentences/phrases
 
/: • ■ '^7' 7^ '7 :'7""''7:, Spellsinventively '
 
- Uses limited or repetitious vocabulary
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InstructionalPlan F
 
Welcome,Lincoln!
 
Level:Eighth grade EFL students
 
Content Objectives:
 
1. 	To understand the sequehce ofconversation
 
2. To use nonverbal eoihmunication in a social setting
 
Language Objectives:
 
1. 	To answer questions aboutthe reading orally and be familiar with
 
idioms and conversational phrases
 
2. 	To increase communicative strategies in English
 
Time:45 minutes
 
Materials:	Focus Sheet F-1,Focus Sheet F-2,Work Sheet F-3,Focus SheetF-4,Work
 
SheetF-5,Focus Sheet F-6,and Assessment SheetF-7
 
Warm-Up: Students review the members ofthe Onofamily
 
Task Chain 1: Answering questions orally and understanding idioms
 
1. In pairs,students read FocusSheetF-1 aloud
 
2. Instructor asks students meaning ofthe words and explain them using
 
Focus SheetF-2
 
3. Instructor tells students thatthey will be asked some questions,and the
 
instructor reads the text aloud
 
4. Students work on Work SheetF-3 in groups ofthree and share answers
 
in the class
 
5. Instructor explains idioms and conversational expressions seen in the
 
texts using Focus SheetF-4
 
6. Voluntary students make sentences using the expressions
 
Tdisk-Chaxnl: Increasing communicative strategies in English
 
1. Students work on#1 and#2ofWork SheetF-5 individually
 
2. The answers of#1 and#2are provided by instructor orally
 
3. In pairs,students practice #3 ofWork SheetF-5
 
4. In the same pairs,students practice conversation on Focus SheetF-6
 
and prepare for role-play
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Assessment: Checking commuhicative strategies
 
1. In pairs,students perform the conversation between Lincoln and his
 
Criteria 5: Excellent
 
4:Good
 
3:Average
 
2:Poor
 
1: Very Poor
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Focus SheetF-l
 
Welcome,Lincoln!
 
Lincoln fell asleep. When he woke,the car was pullinginto a driveway.A cat's
 
eyes were lit by the headlights. The sky was no longer filled withfhe harsh,blistering
 
light ofthe city. It was black,stars pulsating above.Crickets chattered in the grasses.
 
A dog barked in the distance.A radio was playing classical music.They had driven
 
nearly 150 miles,and Tokyo was gone.
 
Lincoln ran a moisthand over his face,stretched,and yawned.He felt dirty,his
 
shirt was stiffwith dried sweat,and his mouth wassourfrom not having brushed his
 
teeth since breakfast,many time zones ago,when he'd been in California,He opened
 
the car door and lowered aleg stiffly to the ground.He Was"home,"and home wasa
 
small western-style house on atiny farm.He could smellthe vegetables in the field.
 
He could smellthe faint stinks ofchickens and compost.The rnpon hung,silver and
 
round as a nickel,betweentwo trees.
 
Lincoln gotout ofthe car slowly,trying his bestto show his happiness to the
 
Onosand their son,Mitsuo.
 
"Welcome,Lincoln," Mrs.Ono said,bowing."You mustbe tired."
 
Lincoln bowed and said,"Yes,I'm tired. Thank youfor having me."
 
Mrs.Ono seemed taller than her husband.She reminded Lincoln ofhisown
 
mother,big-boned and dark,with a smile that made him smile back.She was dressed
 
injeans and a plaid blouse,and her hair was piimed back into a bun.
 
Lincoln couldn't help himself;he blurted out,"Youlook hke my mom."
 
"My English is notso good,"the mother said as she helped with the luggage.
 
"Please say again."
 
"Oh,I mean,thank youfor having me,"Lincoln said,and he bit his tongue.He
 
shouldered his backpack and took the luggage from Mrs.Ono."I Can do it." Lincoln
 
waddled under the heaviness ofthe luggage as hefollowed the Onosinto the house.
 
Only whenthe family stared at Lincoln's shoes did realize that he should take
 
them off.He banged his head with the heel ofhis palm and said,"Oops,sorry."They
 
smiled,and Mrs.Ono handed him a pair ofslippers.
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Focus SheetF-1(con't)
 
Welcome,Lincoln!
 
"Would you like something to drink?"Mitsuo asked. Mitsuo wasas tali as
 
Lincoln.But while Lincoln's hair waslong,almost straggly, Mitsuo's hair was
 
cropped to almost nothing.He was strong. When he took the luggage from Lincoln,
 
his biceps tightened over his chest,showing two plates ofmuscle and fresh.
 
"Ramune,please,"Lincoln said.
 
The mother and son looked at each other,surprised. Mitsuo wentto the kitchen
 
for fourramune and they settled in the living room.They looked at each other,smiling
 
and drinking. Lincoln's arms feltlimp,his head heavy as a boulder;and his eyes small
 
from lack ofsleep.
 
In careful English Mitsuo asked,"Do you play baseball?"
 
"No,basketball.ButI like baseball.I played Little League for two years."
 
"Basketball is notso popular here.Baseball is our game.I play the outfield."
 
While Lincoln nursed his drink,the heaviness ofsleep settled on him.He
 
rubbed his eyes,yawned,and sat up straight,trying to keep awake.His hostfamily
 
seemed ready for Lincoln to tell them something about himself."Baseball.I ah ..."
 
Lincoln couldn't concentrate; his mind keptsliding into fatigue.
 
"Do you like the SmiFrancisco Giants? We have Tokyo Giants."
 
"Yes,plenty oftimes,"Lincoln responded,thinking he had been asked ifhe
 
had seen the Giants play at Candlestick Park.He drained his drink and watched his
 
hostfamily talk,their mouths moving asthey asked queistions. Lincoln opened his
 
mouth into a yawn as wide as a hat.He fell asleep on the couch,an empty bottle of
 
ra/nMne in his hands.
 
(Soto,1992)
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Focus SheetF-2
 
Vocabulary Development
 
pulsate
 
-to make sounds or movements that are strong and regular like a heart beating
 
EX:pulsating star
 
stiff
 
-difficultto bend or move
 
EX:His shirt was stiffwith dried sweat.
 
stiffly
 
-with difficult
 
EX:stand stiffly
 
straggly
 
-growing or spreading outin a messy
 
EX:straggly hair
 
crop
 
-to make something smaller or shorter by cutting it
 
EX:cropped hair
 
limp
 
-without strength or firmness
 
EX:His arm felt limp.
 
boulder
 
-alarge stone or piece ofrock
 
(Summers&Gadsby,2000)
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WorkSheetF-3
 
Welcome,Lincoln!
 
Direction: Answer the following questions.
 
1. 	 List characters in the reading
 
2. 	 How far did Mr.Ono drive?
 
3. 	 Whateould Lineoln smell when he opened the car?
 
4. 	 Who was Mitsuo?
 
5. 	 WasLincoln's hair long or short?
 
6. 	 Does Lincoln like baseball?
 
7. 	 Lincoln"rubbed his eyes,yawned,and sat up straight,trying to keep awake.'
 
Whatdid his action imply?
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Focus SheetF-4
 
New Expressions
 
couldn't help(can't help)
 
- unable to stop doing something
 
EX:Icouldn't help laughing.
 
blurt out
 
-to say something suddenly withoutthinking,usually bdcause one is nervous
 
or excited
 
EX:Lincoln blurted out,"Youlook like my mom."
 
bite one'stongue
 
- to try hard notto say whatone thinks or feels
 
EX:Lincoln said,and he bit his tongue.
 
Would 	you like...?
 
polite expression to make offers
 
EX:"Would you like something to drink?""Tea,please."
 
I mean
 
1) said when you wantto quickly change what you havejust said
 
EX:"She plays the violin,I mean the viola."
 
2) said when you stop to think about whatto say next
 
EX:"She'sjust sonice.I mean,she's a really gentle person."
 
(Summers&Gadsby,2000)
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 Work SheetF-5
 
Communicative Strategies
 
Circle A,B,or C.
 
Mrs.Otto said"Please say again"to...
 
A. agree with whatLincoln had said
 
B. ask Lincoln to repeat what was said
 
C. persuade Lincoln
 
Whatis the function of"I mean"in the reading? Circle one.
 
A. Lincoln wanted to quickly change whathe hadjust said
 
B. Lincoln stopped to think about whatto say next
 
Choose phrasesfrom the boxes and practice conversation with your partner.
 
A "Youlook like 1
 
B "Please say again?"
 
A "I mean, . 2 . .
 
BOX2
BOX 1
 
my mom
 thank youfor having me
 
my dad
 Ican carry myluggage
 
my brother
 thank you for helping me
 
my sister
 
nice to meet you
 
my uncle
 it wasalongjourney
 
my dog
 
I'm from San Francisco
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Focus SheetF-6
 
Welcome,Lincoln!
 
In pairs,practice the following conversation between Lineoln and his hostfamily
 
(Mrs.Ono and Mitsuo).Add gestures and facial expression ifpossible. Youcan
 
substitute the underlined partfor Box2on Work SheetF-5
 
Lincoln:"Youlook like my mom!"
 
Mrs.Ono:"My English is notso good.Please say it again."
 
Lincoln:"1 mean,thank youfor having me."
 
Mitsuo:"Would you like something to drink?"
 
Lincoln:""Ramune,please."
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AssessmentSheetFr7
 
Performance Standards
 
Score Standard to be achieved for the performance
 
- Communicates completely in social classroom setting
 
5: , - Speaks fluently
 
- Uses varied vocabulary
 
- Speaks in social and classroom settings with sustained and
 
connected discourse
 
V ■ 4/;^ 
-Any hesitations do notinterfere with communication
 
- Uses adequate vocabulary and structures
 
- Initiates and sustains a conversation with descriptors and details; 
begins to communicate in classroom settings 
,■3 . - Speaks with occasional hesitation 
- Uses adequate vocabulary; sortie Word usage irregularities 
- Begins to communicate personal and survival needs
 
. 2- . ' - Speaks ill single-word utterances
 
- Requires repetitions 
- Begins to name concrete objects 
- Repeats words andphrases 
- Understands little or no English 
Comment: 
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InstructionalPlan G
 
Field Work
 
Level:Eighth grade EFL students
 
Content Objectives:
 
1. To understand the sequence ofthe story
 
2. To participate group activities
 
Language Objectives:
 
1. To explain Japanese words in English
 
2. To understand use of"would like to"and"would"
 
3. To describe whatLincoln did on the first day in Japan
 
Time:45 minutes
 
Materials:	Pensand drawing paper,Focus Sheet G-1,Focus Sheet G-2,Work Sheet
 
G-3,Focus Sheet G-4,Work Sheet G-5,and Assessment SheetG-6
 
Warm-Up:	Instructor reviewsthe story and asks students whatthey expect will happen
 
next.The instructor writes students'answer on board
 
Task Chsim V.ExplainingJapanese words in English
 
1. Instructor reads Focus Sheet G-1 aloud
 
2. Students and the instructor discuss their predictions
 
3. Instructor asks students meaning ofvocabulary orally(Focus SheetG-2)
 
4. In pairs,students work on Work Sheet G-3 and practice explaining
 
Japanese wordsin English
 
TaskCh:am2:Understanding use of"would"
 
1. Instructor explains use of"would"to students using Focus SheetG-4
 
2. Instructor asks students to read aloud the exampleson Focus Sheet G-4
 
Task OmnT.Describing whatLincoln didon thefirstday in Japan
 
1. In groups offour,students discuss whatLincoln did and write it down on
 
Work Sheet G-5
 
2. Each group makes a posterthat describes Lincoln's first day in Japan based
 
on Work Sheet G-5.The poster should include sentences with pictures
 
corresponding to each sentence.
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Assessment: Checkingstudents'understandingand attitude ofgroup work
 
1. Students turn in theposters they made
 
2. Students answer questions and self-evaluate themselves using Assessment
 
SheetG-6 
Criteria 9:Excellent 
8-7:Good 
6-4: Average 
3-2:Poor 
1-0: Very Poor 
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Focus Sheet G-1
 
Field Work
 
Lincoln woke to the buzzofafly circling above him.He slowly opened his
 
eyes,stared atthe ceiling and muttered to himself,"I'm in Japan."
 
He rolled outofhisfuton and tried to get up but sat back down,feeling dizzy
 
and lethargic.He lay back with a sigh,and after afew minutes ofstarting atthe
 
hypnotic figure eights ofthe circling fly,he fell asleep again. When he woke asecond
 
time,Mitsuo was standing over him,pounding his fist into abaseball glove.The room
 
was hot,sunlight slanting in from an open window.Two flies were circling the air
 
where there had been only one.
 
"Lincoln-kun,are you awake?"
 
Lincoln propped himselfup on his elbow,blinking sleep from his eyes."Yeah,
 
I was tired from the flight. Whattime is it?"
 
"Lunchtime.Do you like rdmenlHaha is in the field. Chichi is working atthe
 
station."
 
"Who?"
 
"'Haha'is'Mother,'and'Chichi'is 'Father,'" Mitsuo explained.He places
 
his glove in the closet and pulled back the curtain so that sunlightflooded the room.
 
"Come on,let's eat."
 
Lincoln rose,washed quickly in the bathroom,andjoined Mitsuo in the
 
kitchen.They ate in silence, watching each other and smiling now and then.Lincoln
 
liked Mitsuo."You are good with hashi," Mitsuo complimented.
 
"You mean,chopsticks?"
 
"Yes,'chopsticks.' Veryfunny word.Wehave spoons ifyou need one."
 
Lincoln sucked in a cheekful ofnoodles.He wanted to tell Mitsuo that he ate
 
mostly using a tortilla,buthow,on the first day,could he explain that he was both
 
Mexican and American?He drained the broth ofhis rdmen.Maybe later I'll tell them
 
about Mexican food,he thought as he wiped his mouth with a paper napkin.
 
Mitsuo gotup and said,"1 have to get back to work.You rest."
 
"No,I'll help,"Lincoln said,taking his bowlto the sink.
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■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '■ FocusSheet■G-l'(cdn':ty' ^ ^ 
FwldWork 
.'*YoU;are,'our;guest." 
"No, please.Iwant to help." 
Mitsuo thought for a momcnl. "OK,but let me get you something." He left and 
returned with a long-sleeved work shirt. 
"Here." Mitsuo handed Lincoln the shirt. "The flies willbite if you don't wear 
a shift. And use this hat." 
Lincolnput oh the hat and looked at himself reflected in the kitchen window. 
He liked what he saw. "My mom wbuld be proud. She used to work in the fields." 
"Your mother is a farmer?" M^^ his boots. "Here, wear 
Father's boots." , ■ ■ 
"No, but she used to pick grapes when she was little.Now she works inan 
office." Lincolnpickedup the boots, whose tips were curled, and stuffedhis feet into 
:them. ' ' ■ " ' 
The two of them joined Mrs. Ono, who was knee-deep in eggplant leaves. The 
family would harvest ina month, butnow, in early July, the eggplant fruits balloons. 
The vegetables needed to be weeded, irrigated, and examined for worms. 
"Nasu" Mitsuo said and pointed to the eggplant. 
,, 'Wavi/," Lincolnrepeated. 
Lincoln knew nothing about work, thoughhe used to wash his uncle's BMW 
for money and cut a few lawns. Most ofhis relatives had once worked in the fields 
chopping cotton, cutting grapes, and picking oranges, cantaloupes, and almonds on the 
west side of the San Joaquin Valley. But field work—even in a one-acre patch of 
eggplant, his least favorite vegetable, and three rows of tomato plants—^was something 
new to Lincoln. He felt proud as he staggered about inoversized boots, a hat shading 
his eyes ftom,the;siitt. - A/: ■ ■ v . , . 
Mrs. Ono looked up. "Good morning, Lincoln-kun." She looked skyward. "No, 
good afternoon." 
"Iwas so sleepy," Lincoln said. And even now, though it was midday, he felt
 
groggy from the flight. "I'm sorry 1 woke up late."
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Focus SheetG-1(con't)
 
Field Work
 
"It wasalong trip," Mrs.One said.Herface was hidden in the shadow ofher
 
hat; mud clung to her boots."Did you cat?"
 
"Ramen." ■ 
"Do you like ramen?"
 
"Ofcourse,"Lincoln said gOod-naturedly as he tookthe hoe from her.Hesaw
 
aribbon ofsweatroll down her cheek,and flakes ofdirt oh her brow."You rest.
 
Mitsuo and 1 will finish up."
 
"Lincoln-kun would like to help," Mitsuo said.
 
Mrs.Onoturned to Lincoln."But you are our guest."
 
"1 wantto help,though."
 
"Butifyou are a guest,youcannot work.This would be embarrassing for us."
 
"I'm partofthe family,"Lincoln countered."Yourest and Mitsuo and 1 vvill
 
take over."
 
Mrs.Ono'sface softened with tenderness:She kughed and wiped the sweat
 
from her face."1 have work inside. And dinner to prepare."She left the field,undoing
 
her hatand wiping her neck with a bandanna.
 
Mitsuo took up ahoe and said,"Like this."He walked betweenthe narrow
 
rows,parting the leaves and gently whacking atthe weeds.Lincolnfollowed,and they
 
hoed in silence,the hotsun riding on their backs.
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Focus SheetG-2
 
VocabularyDevelopment
 
ceiling , v
 
-the top ofaroom
 
dizzy
 
- faint . ■ 
lethargic
 
- having no energy
 
pound /
 
- to hitsomething hard manytimes
 
prop
 
- to supportsomething
 
compliment
 
-to express praise or admiring
 
tortilla
 
groggy
 
- unsteady and with an unclear mind
 
flake .
 
embarrass
 
-to make someone feel ashamed,anxious,and nervous
 
hoe , ' ■ . 
- a digging tool with along handle,used for making the soil loose and for
 
removing wild plants
 
(Rideout,2000)
 
(Summers&Gadsby,2000)
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WorkSheet G'3
 
ExplainingJapanese Words
 
1. Fill outthe blanks.
 
Japanese Words English Words
 
Haha
 
Chichi
 
Hashi
 
■ Nasu 
2. Practice the following conversation with your partner.
 
Lincoln:"Whatis (Japanese Word) ?"
 
Mitsuo:" (Japanese Word) means (English Word)
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Focus Sheet G-4
 
Use of "Would"
 
1. "Would"for showing preference
 
"Would like"is used in order to say that yOu wantsomething.
 
Lincoln to help Mrs.Ono
 
I someRamune
 
would (not) like
 
You to eat
 
She to go to the field
 
2. "Would"for showing habits in the past
 
"Would"is used to show habits or repeated actions in the past.
 
EX:The family would harvest in a month.
 
We would often go camping when we were younger.
 
He would often come to see me.
 
"Used to"is the similar expression that is used to show afrequent or continuous
 
action or state in the past.
 
EX:She used to pick grapes when she was little.
 
We used to go to the movies every week.
 
I used to have a car.
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WorkSheet G-5
 
The FirstDay in Japan
 
Direction:In groups,write down whatLincoln did(see example,"woke afirsttime").
 
woke afirst time
Lincoln's FirstDay
 
in Japan
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AssessmentSheet G-6
 
Field Work
 
1. Reorder the wordsin the box and complete sentences.(9)
 
help Mr.Ono to would like
 
Lincoln
 
a month in harvest would
 
The Onofamily
 
2. 	How did you work together? Circle 1,2,or 3. If you rate 1 for your answer, write
 
down how you can improve below.
 
Myself	 Group
 
1 2 3 1 2 3
Helping each other
 
low high low high
 
1 2 3 1 2 3
Sharing ideas
 
low high low high
 
Speaking in friendly 1 2 3 1 2 3
 
maimer
 low high low high
 
Asking each other 1 2 3 1 2 3
 
questions low high low high
 
1 2 3 1 2 3
Staying on task
 
low high low high
 
Comment:
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